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SUMMARY
This thesis is concerned with an examination of large sample 
estimation procedures for the parameter $ in the linear model Y = $X + e 
when the disturbance term £ follows a symmetric stable law. The main 
emphasis of our work is directed towards the situation when the independent
variable X follows a W(o, ö ) law, although alternative univariate and 
multivariate representations are also considered.
Since all stable laws with characteristic exponent a < 2 have infinite 
variance, the ’usual’ least squares approach is asymptotically unstable. A 
suggested alternative is the minimum absolute deviations technique.
However, because of the linear programming algorithm used to calculate this 
estimate, it is difficult to obtain any analytical representation of it’s 
large sample behaviour. A further complication arises since, except for two 
special cases, no closed expression exists for the density function of a 
stable law with characteristic exponent a < 2 . However, this is balanced 
out by the fact that an extremely simple form of characteristic function 
exists for these laws. Motivated by this realization, our approach in this 
thesis is to make use of the large sample properties of the empirical 
characteristic function to construct three alternative estimation procedures 
for 3 .
The the3is concludes with a small scale simulation study of the 
performance of the various estimation procedures above. The main results 
from it indicate the overall superiority of the minimum absolute 
deviations procedure for estimation of the model postulated. However, 
one of the alternative estimation procedures based on the empirical 
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Within the last ten years an increasing amount of research on the 
classical linear model has been devoted to an examination of its behaviour, 
and the behaviour of the usual estimation procedures associated with it, 
under an assumption of infinite variance for the residuals. The principal 
motivation for this work has come from the field of econometrics, where B. 
Mandelbrot, in two pioneering papers (Mandelbrot [24] and [25]), has 
questioned certain assumptions implicit in the analysis of a number of 
economic series, notably those generated by market place fluctuations in 
some share and commodity prices. In both papers he has argued that the 
normality assumptions of the random walk hypothesis for these series does not 
agree with the empirical evidence.
In its simplest formulation this hypothesis, first advanced by L. 
Bachelier at the turn of the century, argues that successive differences of 
the form z(t-vT) - z(t) in the price (or its logarithm) of a stock or 
commodity can be regarded as an ensemble of small 'effects' or price 
fluctuations. These effects are assumed to be such that a central limit 
theorem holds and so the distribution of the price changes z(t+T) - z(t) 
can be accurately approximated by a sequence of independent Gaussian random 
variables with zero expectation and variance proportional to the differencing 
interval T .
For some considerable time, however, economists have been aware that 
the behaviour of these fluctuations do not correspond with their expected 
behaviour under the Gaussian hypothesis. Empirical distributions of these 
price change series do not appear to follow the expected bell-shaped 
Gaussian ogive. Instead, because of the (comparitively) large number of
2outliers observed, the distributions of some price change series exhibit a 
' thick-tailed’ behaviour. This indicates an extremely high proportion of 
the probability of these distributions is concentrated away from the mean - 
far too high a proportion for a normality assumption to be valid.
To overcome this defect Mandelbrot has proposed the random walk model 
be altered, allowing the distribution of the successive differences to 
follow a probabilistic law more in keeping with their empirical behaviour.
In particular, he has proposed the large number of small ’effects' generating 
each successive difference should correspond to independent and identically 
distributed realizations of some random variable with infinite variance. It 
follows the difference of price changes is approximated by a symmetric law 
that arises as the limiting distribution of a sum of independent and 
identically distributed symmetric random variables with infinite variance.
This is the family of symmetric stable laws with characteristic function
\p(t) = exp(-y|t|a) (1.1.1)
where y > 0 is the dispersion parameter of the distribution and 0 < a 5 2 
is the characteristic exponent of the distribution. Note that a = 2 and 
a = 1 correspond to standardized Normal and Cauchy distributions respectively, 
while a = % gives the Holtzmark-Chandrasakar distribution. Stable laws 
were originally developed by P. Levy in the early 1930’s. It is well known 
that (normalized) partial sums of independent and identically distributed 
random variables with finite variance converge in distribution to the normal 
law. Levy extended this result to show that (normalized) partial sums of 
arbitrary independent and identically distributed random
variables, provided they converged in distribution at all, could only converge 
to a member of the family of stable laws. It follows that such partial sums, 
generated by random variables with infinite variance, can only converge to a 
stable law with characteristic exponent ^ less than two.
The theory of these stable laws is well outlined in the classic 
references in the field, Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [14] and Feller [12], and
3will not be discussed here. It suffices to note that for a < 2 the 
symmetric stable laws all have infinite variance, while for a < 1 these 
laws also have unbounded means. However, as far as inference about these 
distributions is concerned, the most important property they have is that, 
aside from the specific examples mentioned above, no explicit density 
function corresponding to (1.1.1) can be obtained. It follows that the 
usual parametric estimation procedures (moment,• maximum likelihood) cannot 
be applied to this family of distributions.
A natural step from Mandelbrot's hypothesis leads to an investigation 
of its implications for the classical linear model. The usual theory for 
this model almost always makes the assumption that the residual terms are 
independent and identically distributed with finite variance. The usual 
justification for this assumption is analogous to Bachelier's arguments for 
the behaviour of price change variates. In addition, standard least squares 
estimation procedures derived for the parameters of this model rely on 
(asymptotic) normality of the residuals for (asymptotic) optimality 
properties. Allowing for the usual argument on the nature of the residual 
term (that is, it is the consequence of small, accumulated independent 
peturbations) a more robust assumption for the linear model would be to have 
stable behaviour for the residuals. This includes normal behaviour (as a 
special case) as well as all other possible limiting distributions for the 
residual. It has especial significance in dealing with data generated by a 
linear model which exhibits too high a proportion of outliers for the standard 
normality/least squares assumptions to be even reasonably valid.
This thesis will be concerned mainly with an investigation into large 
sample estimation procedures for the parameter 3 in the linear model
Y = 3* + e (1.1.2)
where the independent variable X will be assumed to be normally distributed 
and the residual term e will be assumed to be distributed as symmetric 
stable with characteristic function given by (1.1.1). Our approach is
4motivated by the observation that although the density of e is not 
available for arbitrary values of a , (1.1.1) provides a very simple form 
of characteristic function which we can exploit to obtain an estimate for 
3 . Parametric estimation procedures based on the empirical characteristic 
function of a random variable have been considered by Heathcote [17], [18] 
and Press [30], We extend their procedures to provide three alternative 
techniques for estimating 3 in (1.1.2) above. In addition, we develop 
similar procedures for estimating the parameter(s) of interest in alternative 
linear models related to (1.1.2). In all cases we have assumed a symmetric 
stable distribution for the residual terms. Finally we have used small 
scale computer simulation techniques to assess the behaviour of our 
procedures for estimating 3 in (1.1.2) above as compared with standard 
estimation procedures (least squares/minimum absolute deviations) for this 
parameter. These comparisons have been carried out for various values of 
the characteristic exponent a .
Throughout the minimum absolute deviations estimator performed 
the best of all the procedures investigated, especially with regard 
to robustness to changes in the value of (X . Only marginally less 
efficient than least squares when o( is equal to two, it proved to be 
the most stable and accurate estimator for values of o( less than two. 
However, one of the alternative procedures we derive, based on the 
moments of the empirical characteristic function, has also shown a 
significant degree of robustness to change in the value of . To 
this must be added the fact that this alternative estimator (dubbed 
the moment estimator) is suitable for the construction of asymptotic 
confidence intervals and tests of hypotheses on . This is not
possible with the minimum absolute deviations technique.
51.2 Literature review
The two papers of Mandelbrot mentioned in the previous section have 
given rise to at least three associated lines of research in dealing with 
the problem of infinite variance in econometric data. A useful summary 
paper of the state of art in this area (up to the end of 1971) is Granger and 
Orr [15].
As might be expected, the concept of infinite variance as an 
explanation for the behaviour of price change series has not been readily 
accepted by economists. At least three alternative approaches to the 
reformulation of the usual normality assumptions implicit in econometric 
analysis have been put forward. Zeckhauser and Thompson [38] suggest a more 
appropriate class of distributions for the residual term in the classical 
linear model (when a large proportion of outliers are present) is the class 
of power distributions with density function





where k(a, 0) = [2aT(l t 1/0)] is a normalizing constant and 
—00 < y < °° , o > 0 and 0 > 0 . Clearly 0 = 2 corresponds to the normal 
density. Under this hypothesis the maximum likelihood estimates of the 
parameters of the linear model are obtained by minimizing the sum of 
absolute deviations raised to the power 0 , while the maximum likelihood 
estimate of 0 is that value 0 which maximizes the corresponding likelihood 
derived from (1.2.1). In their paper, Zeckhauser and Thompson also provide 
an application of their estimation procedures to a number of econometric 
series. However, Sims [34] and Mandelbrot [26] dispute the applicability of 
(1.2.1) to these series, reasoning that all are examples of situations where 
heteroskedasticity is clearly present and is enough to completely explain 
Zeckhauser and Thompson's findings of non-normality.
Another alternative is due to P.K. Clark [6], who argues the empirical
distribution of price change data can be more accurately modelled by the
6normal-lognormal family of subordinated stochastic processes. That is, the 
Gaussian hypothesis for the behaviour of successive price changes 
z(t+T) - z(t) is assumed to hold, but now the time parameter t is assumed 
to take on successive values whose independent increments are each 
distributed as a lognormal variate. In reply, Mandelbrot [27] agrees that 
the process advanced by Clark does produce a superior fit to the empirical 
distribution of one price change series, but maintains the stable model is 
still overall the most reasonable approach to dealing with data exhibiting 
a high proportion of outliers.
Finally, closer to home, Praetz [28] is an interesting investigation 
into the robustness of the random walk hypothesis for Australian share 
prices. Based on these results he has postulated a model for the 
distribution of share price changes, Praetz [29], which is similar to Clark's 
subordinated processes for these series. Praetz assumes the Gaussian 
hypothesis is still valid but with the variance of share price changes now a
2
random variable with distribution function g(a ) . It follows the
unconditional distribution of these price changes is
h ( y )  = 1 exp(-(y-w)2/2o2)^ (a2)do2
°
2
where Praetz has suggested g[p ) should conform to an inverted gamma 
distribution
r 2m, n art - z ^ r n r i jJ = G (m-1) ö expm 2(mtl) -(ra-l)apo2 rhm)
2 2 2with £(0 ) = Oq , Var(a ) = o^/m-2 . Substituting this expression in 




which corresponds to a t distribution on 2m degrees of freedom, except
kfor a scale factor (2m/2m-2)
7Associated closely with the hypothesis of stable behaviour for 
econometric series is the problem of estimating the unknown parameters of a 
symmetric stable distribution. Bergstrom [2] has developed asymptotic series 
expansions for the stable densities and his results have subsequently been 
used by Fama and Roll [9], [10] and W. DuMouchel [7], [8] to develop 
numerical approaches to the estimation of stable parameters. Fama and Roll 
have approximated the density functions (and inverses) of a large number of 
symmetric stable distributions. Based on these approximations they suggest 
estimates for the dispersion parameter y and the characteristic exponent 
a in (1.1.1) derived from the values of sample fractiles. These are 
estimates of the form
Y = 2[%(0.827)(S_72-i_28)]a (1.2.2)
and
a = G .97, (0.827) ^ .97 X .03^r x ~x .72 .28
(1.2.3)
where x j, is the order statistic estimating the ./ fractile of the
distribution of the symmetric stable variate under consideration, and 
6(.a, b ) is a function corresponding to the search for that unique value of 
a which generates a symmetric stable distribution with .a fractile 
approximating b most closely. DuMouchel [7] has devised procedures for 
the numerical computation of maximum likelihood estimates using Bergstrom's 
expansions. He has also shown (DuMouchel [8]) these estimates to be 
asymptotically normally distributed.
Press [30] and Heathcote [18], on the other hand, have investigated the 
properties of the empirical characteristic function as a means of estimating 
these parameters. Press, in particular, suggests asymptotically consistent 
'moment' estimates of y and a of the form 
log(y) = {log|t1|log(-log|$^(f2)I)
-log 112 I log (-log I I) } j log|t1/f2 | (1.2.4)
8and
log^ OJI // (1.2.5)
where t, t t are non-zero real numbers and d> (t) is the value of the 1 2
empirical characteristic function generated by the data, evaluated at the 
point t . (See Section (2.1) for a discussion of the properties of this 
process.) As yet, there has been no study of the comparitive efficiencies 
of any of the above techniques. Also, Press has not indicated so far which
Extrapolating from closely related results we derive later on in this thesis, 
it would appear that these values will be non-trivial functions of the 
unknown parameters y and a .
Finally, the problem of linear regression with stable residuals (that 
is, infinite variance) has also been investigated. Although, as far as we 
know, the linear model (1.1.2) has never been considered, Wise [37], and 
Blattberg and Sargent [4] have suggested procedures for the analysis of the 
linear regression model with non-stochastic independent variable(s) when a 
symmetric stable residual term occurs. Basically, they propose an extension 
of the BLUE approach to give an unbiased estimate which is linear in the 
Y^'s (dependent variables) and has minimum dispersion in this class. The
unbiasedness criterion restricts the distribution of the stable residual to 
those distributions with a > 1 and the Minimum Dispersion Linear Unbiased 
(MDLU) estimate derived by Blattberg and Sargent is
values of .£ are 'optimal* for use in (1.2.4) and (1.2.5) above.
i-1
1  | q | 1/a-1sign(x£)}\
MDLU (1.2.6)
i-1
Note that when a = 2 this estimate reduces to the usual least squares 
estimate of the regression parameter. However, in most practical situations 
a is unknown and (1.2.6) above would then appear to be of limited use. An
9i n t e r e s t i n g  p r o p e r t y  o f  t h i s  s t a t i s t i c  h a s  been  d i s c o v e r e d  by K a d iy a la  [ 2 0 ] .  
I t  t u r n s  o u t  t h a t  ( 1 . 2 . 6 )  i s  a l s o  t h a t  e s t i m a t e  w i th  minimum mean a b s o l u t e  
e r r o r s  among t h e  c l a s s  o f  a l l  l i n e a r  u n b ia s e d  e s t i m a t e s  o f  3 . T h is
A
s u g g e s t s  an a lg o r i t h m  f o r  c a l c u l a t i n g  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  t h e  in
c o u ld  p o s s i b l y  be d e v e lo p e d  so  as  t o  m in im ize  t h e s e  mean a b s o l u t e  e r r o r s  
independent o f  the value o f  a  . P ro v id e d  ( 1 . 2 . 6 )  i s  a unique minimum in  
t h i s  s e n s e  in  t h e  c l a s s  o f  a l l  l i n e a r  u n b ia s e d  e s t i m a t e s  o f  3 , t h i s  
p r o c e d u r e  would t h e n  e n a b le  us t o  g e t  a ro u n d  t h e  above o b j e c t i o n  t o  th e  
p r a c t i c a l  u s e s  o f  ( 1 . 2 . 6 ) .  More r e c e n t l y ,  in  two so  f a r  u n p u b l is h e d  p a p e r s ,  
t h i s  r e g r e s s i o n  p rob lem  has  b e e n  f u r t h e r  d e v e lo p e d .  M. K a n te r  and W.L. 
S t e i g e r  [2 1 ]  have  d e r i v e d  what t h e y  te rm  ’s c r e e n e d  r a t i o  e s t i m a t e s ’ f o r  t h e  
p a ra m e te r  X o f  a r e g r e s s i o n  r e l a t i o n  E{X\Z)  = XZ where
X = a ,£/. + a 0£/0 + . . .  + a U 1 1  2 2 n n
Z = + hJJn + . . .  + b U1 1  2 2 n n
( 1 . 2 . 7 )
a r e  l i n e a r  c o m b in a t io n s  o f  i n d e p e n d e n t ,  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  sym m etr ic  
s t a b l e  random v a r i a b l e s  . M .J. H in ic h  and P .P .  T a lw ar  [ 1 9 ] ,  on t h e  o t h e r
h a n d ,  have  d e v e lo p e d  e s t i m a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e s  f o r  t h e  p a ra m e te r s  o f  t h e  u s u a l  




2.1. The empirical characteristic function
Let W2 , ,..,W be independent and identically distributed
observations on a random variable W . We define the empirical 
characteristic function generated by this sample to be the complex valued 
stochastic process
i|> ( t )rn i- t expfiif^] i t *  0 (2.1.1)
The properties of this process have been discussed at length in
Heathcote [17], [18] and Press [30]. We outline the main results.
Let ÜL.(t) be the characteristic function of the random variable W . w
We can write
= V «  +
where uTJ and VT, are real valued functions of t with W W
E cos tW - uTXt) w
E sin tW = vTXt) .W
Using standard trigonometrical identities it follows that
Var cos tW = % 




Cov(sin t±W, sin tfl) = h[uw[t2~ t - u ^ { t -2v^{t^vy{t^ ]) 
Cov (cos t±W, sin t^] = J  +üJ/^2+t J  J  ^ ^ 2 ^
Cov (cos cos t2*/) =





E — Y, cos twi 
n k=l





1 ^  1 r Var —  y  cos tW1 - —  n £  k 2 n l+ur7( 2£ )-2ufl t) fv w
Var —  y  sin tf/7 = —  n  ^ 0vik-1
(2.1.6)
/* >
=  _ i _  1 _ i v  ( r) + \ - r)n-^ ( -h\
k 2n \ «/
Since the are independent and identically distributed it follows
that for each fixed t ? 0 the law of large numbers applies to the averages 
1 n x n
—  y  cos tWh and — £  sin . These averages are consequently unbiased,
n k=i K n k =l “
strongly consistent estimators of the real and imaginary parts respectively 
of the characteristic function evaluated at the point t . Further, the
simplest form of the central limit theorem applies:
THEOREM 2.1. For the sequence W^ above and for fixed t t 0 the
following results hold;
(i)
y  (cos tW.-UjXt)) 
f j  k--l k H
/l+u„(21)-2Uy( t) 
N(0, 1) random variable.
converges in distribution to a
(ii)
t  (sin tWb~vWU ) ^
'2 fc=l________ *
/  l-wr7(2£)-2ih7(t) w Iv
converges in distribution to a
M(0 , 1) random variable.
Extension of the above analysis to the case of a sample of independent 
and identically distributed observations W^, W^, ..., on a k variate
12
random vector W is immediate. In place of (2.1.1) we define the complex 
valued stochastic process
0 in Rfcj . (2.1.7)
It is easy to see that ij;^ (t) is an unbiased, strongly consistent estimator 
of the value of the joint characteristic function of W at the point t in
$„<t) = iti exp ( h ' wfe) ; t *
 ^ k-i
Now consider the behaviour of the empirical characteristic function 
generated from a sample of independent observations on (1.1.2). This is a 
model with component variables Y and X satisfying the simple linear 
relationship
Y = + e (2.1.8)
where
2(Al) X is distributed normally with zero mean and variance O
For all practical purposes this variance will be assumed to 
be known, since it can be estimated directly from the sequence 
of observations on the independent variable.
(A2) £ is a residual term which is distributed as symmetric stable
with characteristic exponent 0 < a 5 2 and dispersion 
parameter y > 0 . That is, the characteristic function of £
is i|p (t) = exp(-^y|t|a) .
(A3) X, e are distributed independently of one another.
The joint characteristic function of Y and X under (2.1.8) is 
E exp(itY+isX) = E exp(£[s+tß]^)i? exp(it£) .
Since both X , £ are symmetric around the origin this becomes 
E exp(itY+isX) = uY(s+t$)u (t)
or equivalently
E cositY+sX) = uv(sl-t$)u (t)
A  £
E sinCtY+sX) - 0 .
(2.1.9)
13
Applying our previous results (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) then leads to 
Var cos(tZ+sZ) = % 1+m (2st2t3)w (2t)-2zZ(s+£3)u2(t)A £ a £
Var sin(tZ+sZ) = %[l-w^(2s+2£3)u (2t)]
Cov(cos(t^Z+s^z), sin(t2y+s2Z)) = 0 . (2.1.10)
obtain expressions for the expectation and covariance functions of the (real
processes define the real and imaginary components of the complex valued 
joint empirical characteristic function generated by a sample of independent 
observations on the model (2.1.8).
We will be primarily interested in estimating the parameter 3 in the 
above model. It is clearly possible to work with either the joint empirical 
characteristic function or its real and imaginary parts separately for this 
purpose. In this thesis attention will be confined mainly to the use of the
in providing an estimate of 3 • This is because, under (2.1.8), this process 
has zero expectation and also a (relatively) simpler covariance structure than
empirical characteristic function. From (2.1.9) and (2.1.10) it follows that
valued) processes
'tmag'tnavy part ^ sin [tY^ +sX^ ] of the empirical characteristic function
14
E i- l sin(tY, tslj = 0









-exp -%a2[s +s +3(t +t )] 2-%y|t +t. (2.1.12)2 1 M ^ 2 1'J * " ,'2' ~1
This covariance vanishes uniformly with n . To avoid this we shall 
have to renorm the process defining the imaginary part of the joint 
empirical characteristic function. This leads us to consider the behaviour 
of the derived process
/T n
Wn(d’ t) = Jn ^  siu[tYk+s(n)QXk) 
k-1
(2.1.13)
where 0, t are real valued parameters and s(n) is an unspecified (for the 
moment) function of n . In the following section we shall see how this 
function can be chosen so as to yield relatively simple expressions for the 
asymptotic moments of W (Q, t) . For fixed n , however, (2.1.11) and
(2.1.12) give
EW (6, t) = 0 n
and
cov(^(el5 , f/n (e2, t2)) = exp -%o2[s(n) (e2-e1)+e(t2-t1)]2-%Y|t2-ti|a
-exp -%a2[s(n) (e2+01)+3(f;2-t^ l)J 2-%y| t2+fl|a (2.1.14)
2.2 Large sample theory
For fixed n the process ft^(0, t) in (2.1.13) defines a sum of n 
independent and identically distributed observations on the random function
with parameter (0, t ) in R . As n increases the
limiting behaviour of this sum can be determined from the following result,
15
taken from Gikhman and Skorokhod [13], p. 19.
THEOREM 2.2. Let {ri^ } denote a sequence of sums of random functions
0n(<l>) - X °Vzk^ J n = 1, 2, ... . Suppose that the following
k—\
conditions are satisfied:
(a) for fixed n the random variables
a n J  > a o 0 Ü  , • •. , a ff 1 nlv n2Kr2J 5 nm K^ m J
n n
are mutually independent for arbitrary cj> 9 ...» 4> possess
n
2 9second order moments and Egl 7(cb) = o . 2?a ,(d>) = b , (d>) ;
nk nfc nk 2 3
max i> ((j))->0 as n -* 00 ; 
n
(b) the sequence of covariance functions
Än(V M =
converges as n -*• » fa same lim i?w(<{> , 4>2) = <f>2) ;
n-^ °
Te] /or ererz/ <j> , ifre sums n (<J>) satisfy Lindeberg's condition:




n I > T S
* ^^(4), x) + o
where ((p, x) is i?ze distribution function of the random
2 ' ^ 2
variables a and ß = X £ 7 (0) = i? (<J>, <f>) .n/c n k—1 ^
T/zen i/ze sequence {n^W} converges in distribution to a Gaussian 
random process with zero expectation and covariance function R[d>^> 4>2) •
We use this theorem to obtain the limiting behaviour of the sums




anj,(®» *> = / I  sin(trfe+8(n)0jrk) .
From the assumptions of the model (2.1.8) and the results of the previous 
section we see that condition (a) of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied since
^n^(0, t) - [l-exp(-%o2(2s(n)0+2tß)2-%7I2tIa)] + 0 as n
For condition (b) note that from (2.1.14)
Än L(0l» *p) » (e2> = exP -^ö2[s^)(02"01)+^(t2'tl ^ 2"^ylt2"tl|CX
- exp -%G2[s(n) (0 +0 )+3(t0tt )] 2-%y|f +f.2 2 l;j * ' 1 ~ 2 ' "l
The limiting behaviour of this covariance function as n -* 00 is dependent 
on the limiting behaviour of the function s(n) as n ■+ 00 . This leaves us 
with two options in determining the asymptotic behaviour of
« » K 0i* h». (e2. q h  i
(i) Assume s(n) converges to some finite limit y as n -* 00 .
Then
2r , a . m 2
n -xx>limi?n [(0p» t1) > (02» t2)l = exP -^ö2[p(e2"ei)+0(t2"ti ^ 2"^Ylt2"tl|a'lyO—W Y) V ^
-%a2 [y (©2+0J +3 (t2+t J] 2-%T I ^ 2+tp
n-K»
- exp
(ii) Assume s(rc) diverges to infinity as n -+ 00 . Then
*1 = Slim R [(0 , t 1 , (0 , t )] is zero everywhere except if 0 = 0 or
0^ - -©2 • in this case this limit is exp -%o232(f9-t1)2-%r|t9-t1|a'2 1
when 0^ = 0^  ^0 and -exp -%02ß2 (f2+^p)2-%TI 2 1
2 1
when 0n = -0rt ? 0 . 1 2
The case 0^ = 0^ = 0 is trivial.
From Theorem (2.2) we know that the covariance form of the asymptotic
distribution of W (0, t) - if it exists - must be either one of the above n
limits. For estimation purposes we require this covariance structure to be 
as simple as possible. Hence we can immediately rule out option (i) above. 
This leaves us with option (ii) and from now on, unless specifically stated
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to the contrary, we shall assume the function sin) in W (0, t) to ben
such that sin) -> °° as n -*■ ~ . For condition (b) of Theorem (2.2) we then 
have
*[(V *,)• K> *J]r ij 3 ^ 2 5 "2
2.2exp ~%°Z3^ I t2~tl Ia
= -exp -%0232(f9tt ) 1t +£2 1 2 1
for e1 = e2 * o
/or 0i = -0 * o
= exp -%o 232 (t -t ) 11 -t2 1 2 l 11a
r
- exp -ho 3 -%T I ^2+^i I
/or 0f = 02 = 0
= 0 otherwise. (2.2.2)
Finally, in order to satisfy condition (c) we check whether for 
arbitrary x > 0 ,
1
V 0’4) Ji Jx|>xi? (0,£) 1 n
2a: i Pr / f  sin^+sCnJS^) 2 x ■> 0 as n 00 .
Since i? (0, t) = 7?^[(6, t), (0, £)] -> 1 for 0 * 0 ,  this is






/ |  sin (fy^+s (n) 0^) < * 0 .
The sine function takes values in the interval [-1, 1] for any value 
of its argument. Hence we can always find a n^ such that for all n >
-I < J 7^ sin(tY^ fsin)ftX-^ ) < x .
That is, for all n >
x^d Pr
\x >x
/ f  Sin(tYfe+s(n)6Xfe) < x = 0
and the Lindeberg condition (c) is trivially satisfied for 0 * 0 .  Since 
i? (0, £) converges to a non-zero constant for all values of t * 0 when
0 = 0  , an identical argument applies in this case also. Note that we exclude
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the trivial case 0 = 0  and t - 0 since by definition W (0, 0) = 0 .J n
Thus all three conditions for Theorem 2.2 to hold have been shown above and 
we can sum up as follows:
THEOREM 2.3. Assuming both parameters 6 and t are not identically 
zero any finite subset of observations on the process fv^ (0, t) defined by
(2.1.13) converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random 
variable with zero expectation and covariance structure i?[(0^, i^) , (0^,
defined by (2.2.2) provided the function s(n) diverges to infinity with
n .
Before concluding this section there are two further points concerning 
our derivation of the asymptotic distribution of fo^ (0, t) that require
comment. The first is related to the normality assumption for the random 
variable X in (2.1.8). In our proof of Theorem (2.3) above the only use 
we made of this assumption was in the derivation of the asymptotic 
covariance function i?[(0^, t^j , (©2 » ^^ )~\ where we required
lim uv(t) = 0 . It follows that our argument must then also hold for all|th» z
(not necessarily normal) random variables which are symmetric about zero and 
whose characteristic functions are such that lim uv(t) = 0 . Since this
l*h° x
last condition includes any random variable that is distributed as absolutely 
continuous over the real line, it is clear that the results of Theorem (2.3) 
extend immediately to a much larger range of probability models for the 
independent variable in (2.1.8). In this general case we then have an 
asymptotic covariance function
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*[(V *])* (e2> *2)]
(ß[t2-*i])exp 2 l1 /or = e2  ^o
= -u , (3[^9+t ])exp / o r  ei = - e 2 * 0
= uz (3[^2-ti])exp “*y | V * !  |a - ^y(3[^9+t1])exp -%y | t0+t2 l1 2 1J 2 1
for e1 = e2 = o
= 0 otherwise. (2.2.3)
The second point is concerned with our rationale for the sequence sin) 
in (2.1.13). As we have already mentioned, sin) was introduced primarily 
as a device for simplifying the asymptotic covariance of W (Q, t) . Some
consequences of our definition of sin) as n -*■ 00 for the small sample
behaviour of W (0, t) will be discussed in the next section. However, this n
procedure is not the only one available to us for the purpose of simplifying 
the above covariance. One possible alternative can be derived as follows:
Let 6 be independent of X and £ and distributed uniformly over the 
interval (-%, %) with i|^ (£) = u^it) = sin(t/2)/£/2 , and consider
E exp(££Y+is[Z+6]) = u^is+t$)u^it)u^is) .
Then
Cov[sin(t^Y+s^LJ+ö] , sin(t2Y+S2Cy+(S])]
= *[«x (s 2-sp “e (V*l) U S ^ 2"sl^
-uAf(s2+Si+(*2+*i)ß)^e(t2+fci)u5(S2+sl)] • (2.2.4)
Next suppose s2, are such that %(s2+s^) = mtt for some integer m .
Then wß(ö2+sl) = 0 while
sin (wn-sj
U  r. { s  r \ ~ S  ) —6^2 V  nrn-s
and the covariance term above becomes
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C ov[s in (t^Y + s^C Y + ö]) , s i n  [t^Y+s^lX+6]}]
sin(/mr-s )
= %wJ (2(«ir-e1) + (*2- t 1)B)ue (*2-* 1) m _e ^
w hich i s  s t a t i o n a r y  in  t  and v a n i s h e s  f o r  = ki\ , k i n t e g e r  v a lu e d ,  
k i- m . Hence i f  we now d e f i n e
W„(t, s )  --
n
Y  s i n [ t I k +s[_Xk+S^\)
w here 6 ^ ,  6 a r e  a s e q u en ce  o f  in d e p e n d e n t  and i d e n t i c a l l y
d i s t r i b u t e d  o b s e r v a t i o n s  on t h e  random v a r i a b l e  6 (w hich  can be g e n e r a te d  
by any s u i t a b l e  means) th e n
s i n  (otjt- s J
Cov0'n(*l> ej , W (t2, s2)) = MJf(2(mr-s1) + (t2-t1)B)M£.(t2-t ) rrm-s
f o r  a l l  v a lu e s  o f  s 0 such  t h a t  h[s^+s^) = nm . The a s y m p to t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n
o f  fo^(£, s ) o v e r  t h i s  s e t  f o l lo w s  from  Theorem ( 2 . 2 )  i n  e x a c t l y  t h e  same 
way a s  t h e  a s y m p to t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  ^ ( 0 ,  t )  .
A f u r t h e r  p o s s i b i l i t y  s u g g e s t e d  by t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  ( 2 . 2 . 4 )  i s  t h e  u se  o f  
an ' i n t r o d u c e d *  r a n d o m iz in g  e f f e c t  ( t h e  v a r i a b l e  6 ) whose c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
f u n c t i o n  v a n i s h e s  o u ts ide  a known i n t e r v a l .  For a d e t a i l e d  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  
t h e s e  random v a r i a b l e s ,  s e e  F e l l e r  [ 1 2 ] .  The d e n s i t y  o f  6 i s  th e n
/ g ( a )  = — --------- 2------ > a  > 0 ( 2 . 2 . 5 )
ax
w i th  r e a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n
Now l e t  
a l l  i  ± c , 
above w i th  t
Mg( t ) = 1 -  a 1 | t |  f o r  I £ I < a
-  0 f o r  It I > a .
s ,  , s  , s  , . . .  d e n o te  a  seq u en ce  o f  r e a l  v a lu e s  such  t h a t  f o rJ- Z. O
I s . - s . l  = ha w h i l e  | s . + s . |  > a . A lso  d e f i n e  W ( £ ,  s )  a s  
1 t  j 1 i  J n
a r b i t r a r y  n o n - z e r o  and ^ 2 S • * • s <5 now in d e p e n d e n t  and
i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  w i th  d e n s i t y  ( 2 . 2 . 5 ) .  Then
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for all values of s occurring in the above sequence. Again, the asymptotic 
distribution of W it, s) over this set can be derived via Theorem (2.2).
Both of these procedures make use of an 'added-on' random agent, with 
known distribution, to effect some simplification to the covariance structure 
generated by the imaginary part of the empirical characteristic function. 
Hopefully they lead to an asymptotic covariance structure suitable for 
estimation of the parameter 3 • The sequence sin) in (2.1.13) may be 
regarded in exactly the same way. Instead of an additive randomization, we 
let sin) -+ 00 with n to effect a multiplicative (or cyclic) randomizing 
process - which can be considered equivalent to rotating the argument of the 
empirical characteristic function around the unit circle a large number of 
times. In doing so, we 'create1 a new covariance structure that is 
everywhere independent of the original distributions, except on a set of 
argument values which reflect the symmetrical nature of the independent 
variable in (2.1.8).
2.3 Alternative large sample theory
An alternative approach to deriving the large sample results outlined
in the previous section is given below. This method also throws some light
on the exact distribution of the statistic W (0, t) and the effect of then
randomizing agent sin) on its behaviour for (relatively) moderate values 
of n . Our main reference is Watson's treatise on Bessel functions, Watson 
[36], and formulae obtained from it are numbered (W.r) where r is the 
appropriate page reference.
n
Recollect that for (0, t) € R2
The characteristic function of this statistic is then
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%  (e,t) (T) - E exp
' /T 71iT Jn E sin(tyfets(n)eSfe)
Jc—1
Under the assumptions of (2.1.8) this reduces to
(0,t)(T)n iT /2n
E exp
THEOREM 2.4. For non-zero values of 0





We shall prove this theorem by obtaining an expansion of (2.3.1) in 
terms of the Bessel coefficients. An elementary result from the theory of 
Bessel functions is the generating function identity for the Bessel 
coefficients
%2
/• \ X1u - —l U) .exp
Substituting u = exp(iv) gives
Y u J (s) .^ m 
m = - ° °
(W.14)




( /—Y J T exp(im[[fß+s(n)0)^+te])
:_0O ^  \
00 s /— *v
Y T exp(-%O2m2(f3+s(?^ )0)2-%Y|fm|CX)
—  —00 ^
00 z' yA
1 S/2W T J\ exp(-2o2m2pß+s(n)e)2- Y|2mt|a) (2.3.3)
m-0
where e = 1  and e = 2  for all m > 1 . This final step is because0 /7?
«7 (2) = (-1) J (2) .-m m
identity
Also, if we put u - 1 in (W.14) we obtain the
1 = y e c/ (2)77? 77?777 = 0
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which puts an upper bound on the RHS of (2.3.3). Since s(n) + 00 with n 
it then follows from (2.3.1) and (2.3.3) that, for 0 ^ 0 ,
lira ty (e,t)(T) = lim
n + c o  n  n - +ca
J x  J 2-/ njj (2.3.4)
The power series expansion for J^ts) is
Jn<~z) = I
( - l A * 3 ) 2ra (W .15)
171— 0 (m l )
and so the limit identity (2.3.4) can be written
lim (0,£) (t ) = lim nr*»
X (-Dm(T2/2nl (2.3.5)
yn=0 (w!)
In order to evaluate the limit on the RHS above, and also for use later 
in this section, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. Let /^(x) be a sequence of functions converging uniformly
to a continuous function f(x) for all bounded x . Let 9n (x ) be another
sequence of functions converging pointwise to a function g(x) for all 
bounded x . Both g(x) and 9n x^  ^ > for a^  n > are finite for all
bounded x . Then3 for these values of x
lim fn [gnW )  = f[g(x)) .
n -XXD
(2.3.6)
Proof. This follows directly from the property of uniform convergence. 
For all bounded x we can write
n
The first term on the RHS above can be made arbitrarily small by using the 
uniform convergence property. Similarly, using the continuity of f we can 
make the second term as small as necessary. This gives the result.
In order to use this lemma to evaluate the limit on the RHS of (2.3.5) 
define the sequence of functions
fjx) J n
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It is well known that this sequence converges uniformly to the 
continuous function exp(x) for all bounded x . Next define another 
sequence of functions
,mr 2 ,^m
, c*> = V'n , , 2 m - 1771=1 (772! ) n
Clearly 9n x^  ^ converges pointwise at every bounded x to the 
2function gTx) = -%x . It only remains to note that we can then write
(2.3.5) as
lir a *ir ( e , t ) ( T )  =  l l m  fnb„lT))
n -+CO n  v n ^oo
=
using lemma (2.5). Substituting for / and g finally gives, for 0 ^ 0 ,
lira (0 t)(x) = exp ( - ^ 2)ft-*30 n *
as required. This completes the proof of Theorem (2.4). □
THEOREM 2.6. When the parameter 0 is zero we have
lim (0 = exp(-T2/2[l-exp(-2o232f2-%y| 2t|U)]) . (2.3.7)
n-*» nK ’
Our proof of the above theorem closely parallels the proof of Theorem 
(2.4). In this case (2.3.3) becomes
E exp / n  sin[teZ+t£] = £  emJ2 m T /n 6Xp (-2a27w2t2$2-%Y | 2/72* | a)( J /72=0 ( )
°° /Öl
£ y  £ J  T / -  COS ( 2772tY) .,_f-^ m 2m [ V772 = 0
To simplify this expression still further we note the relation
00
cos(s sin 0) = y  £ t/n (z)cos( 2/770 )
t—' m 9 m772 =0
(W.23)
and so (2.3.4) becomes, for 0 = 0 ,
lim ^  (o,t)(T) = limn-*30 n n-*°°
E cos t / —  sin(tf) n (2.3.8)
The limit on the RHS above can be written in terms of the power series
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expansion for cos 0 . This gives
lim ^  (0,t)(T) = llmn+°° n ft-*»




Define the sequence / (ac) as in Theorem (2.4). Also put





(~l)m [2x)mE(sin tY) 
m-1
2m
Then, since fflsin A/| < 1  for all values of m and for arbitrary
random variable W , it follows that g^ ijx) above converges pointwise at
every bounded x to the function
g(x) - -x~E sin2(tf)
or equivalently
g(x) = -%x2 [l-exp(-2G232t2-%YI2t[a)] .
Hence we can apply Lemma (2.5) to the RHS of (2.3.9) using / , g 9 f
and g above. That is,
lim f w(0 t)(T) =
= exp(-t2/2[l-exp(-2g2£2£2-%y |211a)] )
which completes the proof of Theorem (2.6). □
Our next step will be to derive equivalent results for the joint
characteristic function of the bivariate pair .r n K l5 1J 9 n ' 2 2J
This is a characteristic function of the form
h)> w„(&2’ T> d
E exp ii J — sin| (t13+s(n)01)/+t1e
exp «  4 ,3+s(tt)09)£+t9e (2.3.10)2"'‘,',,,w2^ 1' *'2'
We can write down expansions of the exponential terms above, using the
same Bessel coefficient representation (W.14) as before. This gives
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i n  y ?  s i n [ ( t j S + s G O e
T J \ + I Jm T .J\ [ e x p ( i ^ )  + ( - l ) me x p ( - im ^ ) ]
where ifj = ( t ^ ß + s ( n ) d ^ ) x  + £ e , and f o r  cf> = ( t 23 + s ( n ) 0 2) x  + f 2e 
exp ££ s i n [ ( f  23 + s ( n ) 0 2) x + f  2e]
v. ✓
£ / ?  + Z  5 / f  [exp(fm4)) + ( - l ) mexp(-fm4))]  .= J.
m- 1
S u b s t i t u t i n g  t h e s e  e x p r e s s i o n s  i n  ( 2 . 3 . 1 0 )  and t a k i n g  e x p e c t a t i o n s  t h e n  
l e a d s  t o  t h e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
* : ) *  w„ ( e 2 > h b  T > ^  =
*2
J, n j J.
+ 2c/,
+ 2 J,
T /  —n I  j .m=1 e 4
exp -2o2m2 [t 3+s(n)6 ) 2-%y|2mt9 | a
5 / I  I  ^ 2m T / I  exp - 2 o V ( t 1ß+s(n)01) 2- Y p m t j “
'  '  777=1 J
oo oo
+ £  I  I t / i .
r = l  s= l
J 5 4 j
exp ^-%ü2 [ ( r t 1+ s t 2) 3+ s (n )  ( r O ^ s O ^ ]  2-%y | r t - ^ s t  2 | a
OO 00
t I  I  [ ( -D'+C-i)*]^





exp -%a2 [ ( r t 1- s t 2)3+s(n) ( r01- s 0 Q) ] 2- % Y | - s t1 2" 1 2 . ( 2 . 3 . 1 1 )
THEOREM 2.7. Fcr values o f  0 and ©2 suoh that the ra tio
©l©^1 i s  equal to the ra tio  pq~1 o f two re la tiv e ly  prime, non-zero, 
in tegers, we have
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2 2T +£ t2t£exp
2 2T +£ -2t£exp
9 9
= exp(-%|t +£ I) otherwise. (2.3.12)
We shall use the representation (2.3.11) in proving this result. First 
consider when p, q above are of the same sign. Without loss of generality 
we can assume both p, q are positive. Then as n increases the 
expression within brackets on the RHS of (2.3.11) behaves as
-%0232(f 2-tJ Z-%y | t0-t2 1'
-%a232(t2+t1]2-^y|t0+tn|a2 l1
when 0 = 0
when 0 =
J. X / In JJ.«-4 m-1 mq
exp
X / -nj
-%a2m 2 (q£ -pij 3z-%yma | qt -pt
Jmp{ / nj
1 r 2 1 r 2
and so we can write
n^6! ’ tJ  > WnK~2’ '2lim «[^(e,, t j ,  W„(0O . * J ;  x, 5]Yl-Ko
lim
n+°°
E Y J, e/-mp 5 4j k^1-p^2ly) . (2.3.13)
Next consider the limiting form of (2.3.11) when p, q are of opposite 
sign. Without loss of generality we can assume p > 0 and q < 0 . In 
this case as n increases the bracketted expression on the RHS of (2.3.11) 
behaves as
«7, T A + £ [l+(-l)W(p+C?)]e7 [t y^)e7 (c ß-[ v n) 0{ v n) J mq[ V n) mp{ / nj
exp -%ö2m2 [qt +pt ) ^ -^Jpfm^lqt +pt2 . 21 r 2 1 r 2
and hence for these values of p , q





■ m = - ° °
mq
r2T / —njJmp */|exp (im [qt +ptj Y) . (2.3.14)
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Both (2.3.13) and (2.3.14) can be simplified further. To do so we shall 
first examine them for |p| = \q\ = 1 . This is equivalent to 0^ = 0^ or
0^ = -0^ • From Watson we obtain Neumann’s addition theorem for Bessel
functions
,------- 00/ 2 2(/ x +p -2xy cos = Z  «7" (aOef (y )exp(i/720) . (W.358)
m=-°°
A minor modification to Watson's proof of the above yields the 
associated result
/---------------------- oo
J {/x2+y2+2xy cos <J>) = Z  ^ (x)J_ (y)exp(-imfy) . (W.358’)
m=-oo
Now consider when = i-s equivalent to p = q = 1 .
Combining (2.3.13) and (W.358’) gives




2t2/n + 2^/n + 4t^/n cos^-t-jF
or equivalently, using (W.15)
= lim 
n-*»
00 (-l)m£’(T2/2n+^^/2n+TC/ncos (fc -t J  Y)1
m=0 (ml)
mFor all values of m , E\ cos ( t an<^  so an argument similar to 
that used to determine the limits in (2.3.5) and (2.3.9) gives, for 
01 =  62 ’
lim icOJe, q), q(e, q); T, 5]
n^ °°
= exp -% 2 2T +£ +2t^exp -%02ß2 2-%y I t0-t2 1
This completes one part of our proof of Theorem (2.7). The second part 
corresponds to the case = ~®2 * equivalent to p = -q - 1
Here we combine (2.3.14) and (W.358) to get
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j \ \ 2/n + 2£2/n - 4T^/n cos(t +£ )Y
-nn
= exp -% 2 2T + £ -2t£exp -%a232 [t2+t )2-%yIt0+t2 1
using the expansion (W.14) and Lemma (2.5) as before. This completes the 
second part of our proof.
The last part of our proof is concerned with the case |p| ! \q\ .
This is not as clear cut as when |p| = \q\ . We shall need the following 
lemma.
LEMMA 2.8. Let /“ (a:) and w^o sequences of functions
defined for all bounded x and such that
f i x ) g (x)+0[n
where t > 1 . Also let g^(x) converge pointwise on all bounded x to a
function g(x) which is non-zero and finite for all these values of x . 
Then
lim fnM  = lim [g^x))71
Ylr*x> n - X »
for all bounded x .
Proof. Write
f (a?) = [g (x)]^ n n J
gjnfl]1 + ng (x)
Then taking limits on either side as n + 00 and using Lemma (2.5) we
have
lim x) = lirn [örw(a?)]”{exP lim °on(x)^ "
Ylr>oo 7^-K» V <yi-^o v  y f
and the required result follows directly.
We prove the final part of Theorem (2.7) for the case p, q of 
opposite sign. A proof for p , q of the same sign is identical. First
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examine the expression within brackets on the RHS of (2.3.14). This can be 
written equal to
J X A  nj J. Z / -  ' n e y jm? 0 mq T • (2.3.15)
For the second term above it follows that















J -mq x , 1n. Jmp (2.3.16)
For r > 0 the following inequality is known to hold for all real or 
complex z
I r
lJJ z4 £ % ! exp(%p|2) .
2 E
m21
r  ' 1 r !
Therefore the RHS of (2.3.16) above must be less than or equal to
3^3= Ü 0 P  .w(£’,»)
(W.16)
( - m q ) !
-(EH)




= 0 -(2?) (2.3.17)
When p £ q "the least possible value for p - q is 3 . Hence 
(2.3.17) above implies the second term of (2.3.15) always has magnitude less
_3/2than or equal to 0(n ) . Also, since «7 (0) = 1 , we have
lim J
n-+oo
x Anj J = 1 . (2.3.18)
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Substituting (2.3.15) in (2.3.14) and noting (2.3.18), we can finally 
use Lemma (2.8) to get
lira q ) ,  Wn [Q2, x, C] = lim
n-+°° n~*<x>
J. '2T / — n
- exp(-%[x2+^2])
whenever p ^ q , p, q of opposite sign. As mentioned earlier an 
identical result holds when p , q are the same sign. These two cases 
together are equivalent to ± 02 and f -0 and our proof of Theorem
(2.7) is complete. □
THEOREM 2 . 9 .  For values of 01 and 02 such that one of 0 n , 0,
is equal to zero3 the other non-zero3 we have
lira 1||[V (e , q), w (e„, tj; T, 5]
J. < 4
V  2
n+°° n K 1’ ’ nK 2’ 2J
exp -% t2+C2|l-exp -2o 232t 2-%7 |2t2 |Q j . (2.3.19)
Without loss of generality we assume ©2 = 0 . Using the representation 
(2.3.11) it follows
lira I|([v (61 , q ) ,  V (02 , t2)i T, 5] = lira
7^ -X» ft-*»
J, X n J. s / f ,
+2«7, X / -
n .
1 J,
m-1 e /Iexp -2o2m2t2ß2-%7|2wt,
and using (W.23) this simplifies to equal
lim
n-K»
*7. X / injE X  em 2mm-0 /I nj cos (2mt^ Y]
= lim
K-X»
J. '2T / —n jE cos 5 / - s i n ( t 2l)
The final result (2.3.19) then is a consequence of (2.3.4) and (2.3.8). 
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 2 . 1 0 .  When 0 , 02 are both zero we have
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lim i|'[^n (01, , wn (02. *2) ; T, c]
n-x»
= exp -% T <1-exp -2o2e2t?-%Y|2tJa
+£ < 1-exp
1 "" "'I
2a2ß2t2-%Y|2t9|a |+2x£-jexp -%a2(52(i,-tJ 2-%y| *,-* ,a 
2~2 r , . , i2 , i , . , ,a-exp -%ü 3 " ^ l to+t2 r
2 1' 1 '2 "1
(2.3.20)
When 0^, 02 are both zero the expression within brackets on the RHS 
of (2.3.11) becomes
J. T /1H(5 J% + *„(T J% \ / I c°^2mh y)) K ) \ ) 77? =1 K. J
+ 2c/. 5 /| £ J2m(T /I) cos (ant r) ^ ' 772=1  ^ '
I  I  [w(-l)rtS]Jr X f - J s S / f e e s  (rt1+St2b  
r=l s=l  ^ ; '
00 oo
t Z S [(-i)rt(-DsK
r=l s=l
which, after some algebraic manipulation, equals
J 5 /cos [rt-st^)Y
( i m^ 2m(T /f)COS(2mtlhj ( ln /fjeos (art.,*)L V7?=0 v ' v??=0  ^ J '
I  e . I /- m 2m-l\ / nV7?=l ^




Further simplification is possible by using (W.23) and an associated 
result for the sine function
sin(s sin 0) = V  e *70 (s )sin( 2t7?-1) 0 • ^ tt? 2t??-1777 = 1
Substituting both these relations in (2.3.21) reduces it to




That is, when 0^, 0^
lim i|i|V (6 , t ) , W {6
nr**
cos [t sin sin
are both zero




S’ [t sin t Y+£ sin £2Y]
n
A minor modification to the proof of Theorem (2.6) gives the limit on the 
RHS above equal to
2'exp -£[t sin t-^ Y+E, sin t y]
The result (2.3.20) then follows from the expansion 
E[t sin £ Y+£ sin t2Y] 2
= % t2 (l-S’ cos 2t^y) +£2 (l-S1 cos 2£2Y)+2t £(£’ cos (f 2-t^) Y-S” cos(f +t )y)
and the proof of the theorem is complete. □
THEOREM 2.11. For values of 0^, ©2 not covered, by Theorems (2.7)y
(2.9) and (2.10)., we have
lira <|>0 ( e t ), W(Q t ); T, c] = exp(-%[x2+52J) . (2.3.23)
n-+°°
To prove this final result we need only note that for these values of 
©I» ©2 we have from (2.3.11), and using Theorem (2.4),
lim *[Vn (ei# tj , ^n (02, t2) ; t , £] = lim
ft-K» YI-+CQ
J, J 5 4 j
= exp(-%[T2+£2])
as required. □
Theorems (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) constitute an 
independent proof of our main large sample result, Theorem (2.3). In 
addition, our approach in this section can be used to throw some light on 
how the definition of the randomizing agent s(n) effects the distribution 
of the statistic 17^ (0, ~ even for relatively small sample sizes.
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Recollect that in Theorem (2.4), by letting sin) -+ 00 , we obtained the 
relation'(2.3.4). This was equivalent to saying that for large enough values 
of sin) we can approximately write
%  (e,t)(T) =n J.
2
T /  —nj_ (2.3.24)
For Real V > -% the integral representation of d^iz) is
J.iz) i%z)r(v+%)iTj: f (l-u2)V 2exp(izu)du 2 J-1 (W.48)
from which we obtain the integral representation of JQiz) as
JAz) = ±0 TT
fl
-1
(l-w2) 2expiizu)du - E exp(is7) (2.3.25)
where F follows an arc-sine law over the interval [-1, 1] . Equivalently, 
for U distributed uniformly on [0, tt] we have




by making the transformation u - cos u . That is
exp(^2 cos u)du 
(l-u2) 2 expiizu)du
dQiz) = E expiizV) = E expiiz cos U) (2.3.26)
and substituting in (2.3.24) then gives
(0,t)(l)n
E exp ix - V n E exp ft — cos U n (2.3.27)
for large enough values of sin) .
The interpretation of this result is clear. Provided 0 ^ 0  and s(n)
is large enough, we have the sine transformed variate sin(tY+s(n)0X) behaves
like cos U E F , where [/, F are variables specified above. Equivently,
the distribution of the statistic W (0, t) under the above conditions onn
0 , sin) closely approximates the distribution of the statistic(s)
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lö n ( F> n \Jn I Vk = / -  I cos U 
v n k=l 1 v n k=1
(2.3.28)
where , 7 .  , . .. , V  and U. , Z7_, . . . , i/ are iid as V and U 19 2 n 1 2  n
respectively. An analogous result, for the case of cosine transformed
variates, has been derived in Feigin and Heathcote [11].
The same argument extends to the distribution of the bivariate pair
^ (01 , t ], f/ (0^, ^2) * ^he only assumption used to obtain the covariance
term t  ) , ( 0 ^ »  t ^ ) ]  specified in (2.2.2) is that sin) - *  0 0  with
n . An appropriate definition of s(n) would therefore give this limiting 
covariance behaviour even for moderate values of n .
Hence by defining our randomizing sequence sin) so that it takes on 
large absolute values even for relatively moderate values of n , we can 
assume that a non-trivial sequence of observations on the process 
{ ( 6 ,  £); 0 ? 0, t £ 0} is equivalent to a sequence of observations on the
related 'arc-sine* process defined by (2.3.28), with mutual covariance 
function i?[_(01, , (02> *2)] given by (2.2.2).
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CHAPTER THREE
EXTENSIONS TO ALTERNATIVE LINEAR MODELS 
3.1 Alternative stochastic models
The linear stochastic model (2.1.8) examined in the previous chapter 
can be extended in a number of ways. In this section we shall examine three 
variations that retain the stochastic nature of the independent variable. We 
obtain large sample results in all cases corresponding to those obtained in 
section (2.2).
The first alternative model is derived from (2.1.8) by removing the 
restriction EX - 0 . That is we consider a model of the form
Y - 3X + £ (3.1.1)
where
(Bl) X is distributed normally with mean y and variance 
2ö . y is unknown, not necessarily zero.
(B2) £ is distributed as symmetric stable with characteristic
exponent a and dispersion parameter y •
(B3) X and e are distributed independently of each other.
Given n (n > 1) independent observations on this model we initially 
examine the behaviour of the process fv^ (0, t) , as defined by (2.1.13), that
can be generated from these observations. Since, under (3.1.1),
E exp(itY+isX) = exp[iy(s+£3)-%a2(s+£3)2-%y|t \a)
this implies
E sin(fY+sAr) = [sin(s+t3)h]exp (-%a2(s+t3)2-%T 111a)
and hence
EWn(Q, t) - [sin(s(n)0+f3)y] (2n)2exp(-%o2(s(n)0+t3) 2-%y |^ |a) • (3.1.2)
Similarly
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Cov^Jö,, tj). wn (e2 » *2))
= ^nl0!' *i» 0o> *,)cos[8(n)(e,-ei)t(t,-t1)e]p2 1'  ^ 2
- ^(-Ö-L» 09 » t0)cos[s(n) (eo+0j + (to+tj3]M (3.1.3)2 1'  ^2
where
An {®i» tv  e2, *2) = exp -%o [ s M e ^ M v ^ ]  -%rl^2-^1l
-%ö2|(s(n)61tt13)2+(s(n)62+t23)2| - %y||^1 |a+|^2|a|- exp (3.1.4)
A minor modification to the statement of Theorem (2.2) then leads to 
the following result, analogous to Theorem (2.3).
THEOREM 3.1. Let fr^ (0, £) be as Tn (2.1.13) u£t/z bot/z parameters
0, t not identically zero. i4Z-so Zet s(n) 00 such that
h  ( 2n 2exp(-s (n)) -> 0 . (3.1.5)
Then every finite subset of observations on the process ft^ (0, t) converges
in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random variable with zero 
eoopectation and covariance structure
«[(0,. t). (e,. *,)]
= [cos(t,-t )8vi]exp -%o2ß2(t2-t1)2-%y|* -t |a
s.
= - [cos (t2+t1) 3y] exp -%o232(f2tt1)2-%y| t2+t1|( 
= [cos(t2-ti)3y]exp -%a232(f2-t1)2-%Y|t2-t1|a 
- [cos (t0+tn) 3h] exp -%G232 2-^y I ^
u/zen 0 = ©2 ? 0
when 0 = -0 ? 0
2 1' when 0 r ©2 = 02
- 0 otherwise. (3.1.6)
An alternative method of analysing the model (3.1.1) is based on a well
known procedure for symmetrizing independent observations on a random
variable. Let be independent realizations of a random
-L Z o
variable W . Then the sequence
Ut - U _ L7 1 - 1  2
wk " 2k 2k-l 9 9 9 *•* (3.1.7)
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represents independent observations on a random variable W which is 
symmetric around zero.
As far as observations on (3.1.1) are concerned, the corresponding 
symmetrization procedure is defined by forming the modified observations
y f
k - Y 2k-l
- 1 < k < n/2
xk - X2k-l
(3.1.8)
where we have assumed, without loss of generality, that n is even.
Clearly
; 1 5 k < n/2 (3.1.9)
where X 1 is distributed as W(o, 2a ) and e f is symmetric stable with 
characteristic exponent a and dispersion parameter 2y . Also, all the 
independence assumptions of (2.1.8) hold, implying the distribution 
theory of Section (2.3) carries over directly. That is, the asymptotic 
behaviour of any finite subset of the process
AT n ^
2(e. *> = / -  Y sin(«” ts(n)e^) (3.1.10)
where s ( n ) -> 00 , is Gaussian with zero expectation and covariance function
s[(e
l *
2 2(0 , fQ)] given by substituting 2o and 2y for 0 and y
in (2.2.2).
There are two drawbacks to the procedure above. The first is that the 
symmetrization technique (3.1.8) is not unique, inasmuch as a different 
pairing-off procedure will give different values to the process ^
However, since we have assumed our data set for (3.1.1) consists of a 
sequence of independent observations, it is clear all these methods produce 
equivalent asymptotic results. The second drawback is more serious. The 
symmetrization procedure (3.1.8) results in an effective halving of our 
original sample size and hence any large sample theory must suffer. This
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difficulty does not arise in our previous analysis (Theorem (3.1)). When 
discussing estimation procedures for the parameters of (3.1.1) in a later 
chapter we shall see the significance of being able to work with symmetric 
observations.
One further method of symmetrizing (3.1.1) exists, but we shall not 
discuss it in any great detail in this thesis. This is a 'mean correcting* 
procedure, defined by the sequences
,07 “  -  y _  Y
nk k n
X 7 = X, - X nk k n
> 1 < k < n (3.1.11)
where Y and X are the means of the Y and X observations respectively, n n
From (3.1.1) it follows that
Y°, = t e°nk nk nk 1 5 k < n (3.1.12)
where X , is distributed as N nk 0, o and £ , is distributed as nk
symmetric stable with dispersion parameter Y^ and characteristic exponent
a .
~2 2 O =0 n i - in
1 - - a fil+ (n-l) -
a-
n \n\ .Y  = Yn
At first glance it would appear that in (3.1.12) above we have 
recovered our model (2.1.8). However, it is easy to see the modified
variables , £ ^  no longer satisfy all the independence assumptions
inherent in (2.1.8). Consequently, for fixed n the random variables
sin t.Y°1+s(w)0.Y°1 1 nl 1 nl , sin V n 2 +8(n)f¥ ° 2 , ... are not mutually independent
for arbitrary t , t , ... and 0 , 0 , ... and hence we cannot directly
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apply the central limit results of Theorem (2.2) to the asymptotic behaviour 
of the process
n
W (0, t) - Y sin
n ^ n k=1
tY°n +s(ft)0Y°7 nk nk (3.1.13)
In order to determine this asymptotic behaviour, in fact, we would need 
to develop a theorem (similar to Theorem (2.2)) for the central limit 
distribution of sums of dependent random variables. This theory is available, 
but we shall not go into it in this thesis. Instead we shall restrict 
ourselves to noting that if we write
CovK(0i > *-,) » l(6o» O)n K 1 ’ 1J 
o n= -  I  Cov 
n k=1
n K 2 ’ 2
sin t y°7+s(n)01Z°7 1 nk 1 nk , sin Vnfc+s(n)V°fc
+ - X COVn 7tr. ktj
then it can be shown
sin h 4 +s(n)eÄ , sin toy° .+s(n)0oy° . (2 no 2 no) (3.1.14)
2
n exp (-s (n)} -► 0
implies
i  I  Cov
” k*o
sin h 4 +s(n)0lX°nk , sin t y° .ts(«)0 J °  . 2 no 2 no. 0 .
That is, the effect of the ’introduced' dependence in (3.1.12) vanishes 
asymptotically with n . The limiting form of the covariance (3.1.14) is 
then
*[(V *j). (e2. *2}]
= exp
-exp
for Q± = Q2 t 0
f o r  e = - e 2 * 0
exp
-%0(a)ja2$2 | a}
-%^(a)|a202 (t2+t1) 2+y?z(a) | 
- % ^ ( a ) |a 232 ( t 2- t 1) 2+ Y ^ (a ) I t2- t 1 | a |




gia) = 0 for 0 < a < 1
1 for 1 5 ot < 2
and
hi a) = 2 for a = 1
1 for 1 < a 5 2 .
A non-symmetric model closely related to (3.1.1) is (2.1.8) with a 
constant term. That is, a model of the form
where X, e are random variables distributed according to conditions (Al) 
to (A3) of (2.1.8) and d is a non-zero real number.
Almost all the asymptotic results we have just derived for the model 
(3.1.1) carry over to (3.1.16) above. Certainly the symmetrization procedures 
(3.1.8) and (3.1.11) give identical results for both. The only difference 
lies in the asymptotic behaviour of J/ (0, t) calculated from independent
and identically distributed observations on (3.1.16). Here, the central 
limit behaviour of Theorem (3.1) also occurs but with covariance function
X = d + + £ (3.1.16)
*[(V *0- (e2> *2)]
when 0^ = 0^ ? 0
when 0^ = -©2 ^ 0
when 0 = 0  = o1 2
= 0 otherwise. (3.1.17)
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Another alternative to (2.1.8) follows from our comments in Section 
(2.2) about the significance of the normality assumption (Al). There we 
noted the real restriction on the distribution of the independent variable 
was lim uv(t) = 0 . Hence an appropriate generalization of (Al) would be
to replace it with the less restrictive assumption that X follows a 
symmetric stable law. This is the General Linear Stable (GLS) model
Y = + e (3.1.18)
where
(Cl) X is distributed as symmetric stable with characteristic 
exponent T and dispersion parameter E, .
(C2) £ is distributed as symmetric stable with characteristic
exponent a and dispersion parameter y , as before.
(C3) X , £ are distributed independently of each other.
Given a sample of n independent observations on this model we can 
generate the process f/ (0, t) in the same way as in (2.1.13). The
asymptotic covariance of this process is given by (2.2.3) and hence we can 
immediately write down a large sample result corresponding to Theorem (2.3). 
T H E O R E M  3.2. Let 1/(0, £) be the process corresponding to (2.1.13)
that is generated by a sequence of independent observations on the model 
(3.1.18). Assuming both parameters 0 and t are not identically zero and 
the function s(n) diverges to infinity with n 3 then any finite subset of 
observations from f/ (8, £) converges in distribution to a multivariate
Gaussian variable with zero expectation and covariance structure
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E l l Q± ’ *3)» (e0> *9)J = exP -%€|3(*9-*J |T-%rlt0-t2 P 2 1
-exp -%C|3(t2+t1)|T-%y|t9+t2 l1
/or ej. = e2 * 0
/or = -02 + 0
= exp -%£I 3 (^2-ti) IT-^Y IV*1I^
-exp -%?|3(t2+t1)|T-%7|t2+t1| /or Ö-L = 02 = 0
= 0 otherwise.
The final variation to (2.1.8) considered in this section is an 
extension to the multivariate case. This is a model of the form
Y = 3,*, + 30Y 0 + ... + 3 X + £1 1  2 2 p p
where
(3.1.19)
(Dl) X' = [x^Xr, .. . X 1 is distributed as p-variate normal with v 1 2 p J r
zero mean and covariance matrix V .
(D2) The residual term £ is distributed as in previous models.
(D3) X and £ are distributed independently of each other.
The joint characteristic function of model observations is then
ipy t , S) = E exp(£[tY+S'X])
= ij>x(s+t3)ip (t)
where 3 f = (3-^ 32 ••• 3 ) • Therefore, since both variables are symmetric
E cosUY+s fX) = exp (-%(s+t3) f ^ (s+t3)-%Y| f |a}
E sin(ms'X) = 0
and hence
Cov(sin(f^Y+SjX) , sin(t9Y+S9X)
= % exp -*02-V (V*i) Ö 'vIVs 1+(V*9 -*yI V*2   ^2 1J 2 1
- %exp ■% [S2+S1+ ( V * /  ö  ' V[S9+S1+ (*c+tn) e] -%Y1V*2   ^2 1J 2 1




f ö  n
Wn ( Q i  = J n  ^  s i n ( * V s ( ” ’ 6) 'Xfe) k - 1
( 3 . 1 . 2 0 )
where 0 '  = ( 0 , 0 O . . .  0 ) and s ' (  n \  0) = (0_s,  ( n ) 0 os o (n)  . . .  0 s  (n)} . ^ 1 2 pJ  ^ 1 1 2 2  p p J
The p - v e c t o r  o f  r e a l  v a l u e d  f u n c t i o n s  o f  n ,
s ' ( n )  = ( s 1 ( n ) s 2 (n)  . . .  s^(n) )  ,
i s  t h e  m u l t i v a r i a t e  a n a lo g u e  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  s ( n )  i n  ( 2 . 1 . 1 3 ) .  To a v o id  
c o m p l i c a t i o n s  in  t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  t h e o r y ,  we s h a l l  assume s ^ ( n )  d i v e r g e s  t o
i n f i n i t y  w i t h  n , 1 S k < p . Then EW ( 0 ,  t )  = 0 andJ r  n
c°v(wM(elS t ) ,  wn { 6 2 ,  t 2))
exp -%[s [n\ ö2- 0 1) + ( t 2- t 1}ß] 'V[s(w; 0 , - e J  + [ t 9- t  0] -%y| t 0- t  n |2 \ 2 1' 2 l 1
-exp -%[s(n; 09+01) + ( f 9+ f 1) 0 ] 'V[s (n ;  0 +0 ) + ( t 9+ t  ) 0 ] 11 +t.2 "jp  ^ 2 l ' Hi L  ^ ’ 2 1J  ^ 2 l ^ J  " ' I 1
C
A t r i v i a l  e x t e n s i o n  o f  Theorem ( 2 . 3 )  t o  t h i s  m u l t i v a r i a t e  c a s e  f i n a l l y  
l e a d s  t o  t h e  r e s u l t :
THEOREM 3.3 .  L et W (0 ,  t )  be as in  ( 3 . 1 . 2 0 )  w ith  s A n ) -* <» w ith
Yi K
n fo r  1 < k < p  . When both  0 and t  are n o n - tr iv ia l  i t  fo llo w s  th a t  
any f i n i t e  su b se t o f  o b serva tio n s  from  iv^(0,  t )  converges in  d is t r ib u t io n
to  a m u ltiv a r ia te  Gaussian random v a r ia b le  w ith  zero  e x p e c ta tio n  and 
covariance s tru c tu r e
Ä[ ( V  ty) > (02 > *2)]  = exp l -% ( t2- t 1) 2g 'V e - 4 7 | t 2- t 1
-exp 2+^ i ) 20 fV0-%TI^2+^l Ia
fo r  01 = 0 2 ^ 0
fo r  0 i  = - 0 2 * 0
exp - % ( t 2- t 1) 20 , V3_%y|t2- t 1 | a
- e x p -%(t2+t i ) 23 fV0-%YI 2 1 /or ex = e2 = 0
0 o th erw ise .
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3.2 A non-stochastic model
The linear model (2.1.8) is not the one usually employed in regression 
studies. In most instances no distributive assumption is made about the 
independent variable and it is treated as being fixed and non-stochastic. 
(That is, one assumes E(Y) = 3a? .) This section will be concerned with an 
investigation of (2.1.8) under these conditions. We shall assume
Y = fcc + 0 (3.2.1)
where
(El) x is some real number, completely deterministic in nature.
(E2) £ is distributed as symmetric stable with characteristic
exponent a and dispersion parameter y .
(E3) In any sequence of observations on this model the residual 
terms are distributed independent of one another.
The joint characteristic function of model observations is 
ij)Y (t, s) = exp {i(s+t$)x)E exp(ite)
Jl
so that
E siu(tY+sx) = (sin(s+t3)x)exp(-%yItIa) (3.2.2)
and
Cov (sin (tj^Y+s^x) , sin (t9f+s9x) )2 2*
= %  
-%
exp -%y|t2-t1 |a -exp -%y||f1 |a+|t2 |a|
exp -%y|t2+ti\ ■exp r+KI
cos [ ( s ^ s j  + ( ^ - t j  3]x 
cos [(s2+Si} +(t2+ti) . (3.2.3)
The symmetry inherent in (2.1.8) clearly does not exist in this case. 
The process t) derived from observations on that model depended, to
a large extent, on this symmetry for a relatively simple form of asymptotic 
behaviour. Hence there is no longer any particular reason why we should 
restrict ourselves to a statistic derived from the imaginary part of the 
empirical characteristic function when investigating (3.2.1). However, for
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reasons of consistency and because there is no obvious gain in considering 
the real part of the empirical characteristic function, we shall continue to 
examine the asymptotic behaviour of
w (s, t) n




E w (s, t) - exp(-%y|t|a) J — £  sin(s+t3)^7, (3.2.5)
Yl V Yl i^_i K.
and, from (3.2.3)
CovO„(si> , un(s2’ *2h
exp ->fl\t2-t1\a -exp 4 1 l“+|t2l“ [ -  I  cos[(s2-Si) + (t2-ti)ß]^
k=l
exp -%rK2+ti -exp -%y { \t, |a+|t0|
-  X  cos [ (s 2+s x) + [t 2+f 3] . (3.2.6)
k-1
These two expressions can be simplified considerably if we assume (as 
might be reasonable) that the x^ are equally spaced observations along the
real line. Therefore we shall write
xk = k6(n) ; 1 < k < n , (3.2.7)
where 6(n) is some real valued function of n which defines the 'spread' 
of the observations on the independent variable. Also, for each value of n 
let
.2S 0 = {(s, t) € R : s+t3 = 2ff?TT/6(n), m 6 j}n,3 (3.2.8)
where I is the set of all integers. Clearly
E w Cs, t) = 0 V(s, t) € 5 ß (3.2.9)n n,3
while for all other values of (s, t) we can write
2? w (s, t) = (2w) ^exp(-^y| t|a) [(l-cos(s+f3)^6(n))
cot(s+f3)6(n)/2 + sin(s+t3)w<5(w)] V(s, t) f  ^ (3.2.10)
4 7
where we have made use of the trigonometric identity
n




The covariance term (3.2.6) can be simplified in
In this case, for each value of n , let
iica K *  V v  *2) 6 r4 : = fi(»)
Then
n
1 cos [(s9-s1) + (t,-t1)ß]xl. = 77 V (s 1 , 11 , S 9 ,
k=l
For all other points
(3.




Z  cos[(s2-s1) + (t2-t1)3]xfc
= h sin[(s2-s1) + (t2-t1)3]n6(n)cot[(s2-s1)t(t2-t1)3]<S(w)/2
+ %{cos[(s2-81) + (t2-t1)3]nS(w)-l} . (3
Similarly, by defining for each value of n ,
3 ^(®1* ^i5 S2* ^2^  ^ ^ s2+sl+ ^ 2 +^ l ^
2/7711 
6 (rz) , 777 € I V  (3
then
t °°s [(a2+81) + (*2+t1)6Jxk = n v (8i> V  S2’ *2) e V ß
k-1
while for all other points
I  cos [(s^sj + 0  2+tJ 3] ^  
fc=l
6(tz)
£  cos ?c0 =
fc=1 sin 0/2
(2
= % sin[(s2+s1) + (t2+t1)3]n6(n)cot[(s2+s1) + (t2+t1)3] 2
+ %{cos[(s2+e1) + (fc2+t1)3]wö(n)“l} • 













Collecting results, we have, under (3.2.7),
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Cov(u„(s1» > wn(s2 5 42b
= A{tvt2) - A{-tv  t2); (V  *lt s 2 , € n
= 42) " ^ (‘4i> 42)ä(_8i» ~4i> s 2 ’ 42 ’ n)
= Aiti’ t2)H(8l’ *1*
= 4 (4!> 42M v  *!»
(«!» V  s 2 ’ 42)
s2> t2; n) - ^(-q, t2)
(«]_. V  s2> 42)




d(i. 42) = exp (3.2.20)
^(sx, t1# s2, *2; ft)
= (2w) 1sin[(s2-si) + (t2-t1)3]n6(n)cot[(s2-s1) + (t2-t1)3]
+ (2n) 1{cos [(s2~s1) + (t2-tl)3]^6(n)-l} . (3.2.21)
Our aim in this section is to obtain asymptotic results for the process 
u^(s, t) corresponding to those obtained for the process W (0, t) in
previous sections. In order to do so we shall have to make some assumption 
about the function 6(ft) in (3.2.7). We shall assume
6(ft) = 6 + £/fty (3.2.22)
for some real numbers 6, E, and \i . Depending on the values taken by 
these quantities we can derive some form of asymptotic behaviour for 
w^(s, t) . We shall not investigate all possible variations of (3.2.22),
however, and we only consider one particular case in any detail. This is 
when 6 = 0 ,  E, £ 0 and y = 1 in (3.2.22).
THEOREM 3.4. Let w^(s, t) be as in (3.2.4) and assume the 'spread'
of observations on the independent variable follows (3.2.7) and (3.2.22) with
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6 = 0, C  ^0 and y = 1 . That is3 observations on the independent 
variable are restricted to (0, £] for all values of n . Then any finite 
subset of observations from the random process {w^(s, t); (s, t) € B)
where
B = j(s, t) ( R2 : t ? 0, s+£3 = ~  ; m Z ij (3.2.23)
converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random variable with 
zero expectation and covariance structure
ä [(si9 » (s2, t2)] = 4(t1# t2) - A[-t±, t2) when s± + t ^  = s2 + t2S = 0
= A [ t ^  t2) w/zen s + t 3 - s 2 + t23 * 0
= t2) w/zen sx + ^3 = -[s^tß] * 0
= 0 otherwise (3.2.24)
2
B above is the only subset of R (excluding the trivial frontier set)
for which this central limit behaviour occurs.
Proof of this theorem only requires an examination of the asymptotic
behaviour of (3.2.10) and (3.2.19). In the former case we have, under
(3.2.22)
lim E W (s, t) n
ft-*»
= —  exp (-%Y 111a) lim —  (l-cos(s+t3)C) cot(s+£3)  ^^ '>- 
/2 n-^ ° yfn -
+ sin(s+t3)C • (3.2.25)
For all finite values of s and t we can always find an n' large 
enough so that for all n > n* the inequality |(s+£3) 6(n)/2| < tt holds. 
For these values of n the following series expansion is valid












/n = ±°° . (3.2.27)
Substituting this result in (3.2.25) then means lim 2? w (s, t) doesnn->co
not exist unless
1
or equivalently (s, t) 6 B ,
definition (3.2.8) of S Q ,n ,ß
- cos(s+£ß)£ = 0
B given by (3.2.23). Also, from the 
and excluding the trivial frontier set of
2R , it follows that
lim S g = {(s, t) € R2 : s+tß = o} = £1
and ignoring the trivial case ( s , t ) = ( 0 , 0 )  we then have SD c B .P
Hence B is the only non-trivial subset of R for which the expectation
of w (s, t) exists in the limit with n . n
Now consider the behaviour of the covariance term (3.2.19). This will 
be determined by 
lim H[s , t , s2, t ; n)
= %sin[(s2-s1) + (f2-t1)ß]^ lim i  cot[(s2-sl) + (f2-t1)ß] . (3.2.28)
W-x»
An identical argument to that used to derive (3.2.27) shows
lim 1  cot[(s2-s1) + (t2-q)e]
n-+co
6(n) _ ______ 2_____ _ __
2 ' I H s ^ M q - q j ß K
and so from (3.2.28)
lim H[si9 £ , s2 , t2\ n) 
n-*°°





For (s^, t^, s^ , € B x B this becomes




lim tf(-sl9 -t , s , t ; n) = 1 if s + t 3 = -(s +t 3)
n-x» ±  ^ ^
= 0 otherwise.
In addition, from (3.2.12) and (3.2.15) (and again ignoring the trivial 
frontier set) we have
lim T




V  s 2 , f2) 6 R4
which means
lim R n n T n 
n _Hx> n »ß
For (s1# t 9 s 2 >
(3.2.19) and (3.2.24),
lim Cov(w (s 
n-*»
t ) € B x B
imply
, t2) € R4 : = s2+t2ß = o\ .
the above results, together with
. *2)) = Ä [(a1> • (s2’ ^2) 1
and this, along with a minor variation of Theorem (2.2), completes our 
proof of Theorem (3.4). □
Asymptotic results analogous to this can be derived also for other 
values of 6, E, and y in (3.2.22). In all cases the method of proof is 
the same, consisting of an evaluation of the conditions under which limiting 
forms of (3.2.10) and (3.2.19) exist. Below we state, without detailed 
proof, the main results in this regard. Note that ’non-trivial* (s, t) in 
all these results is equivalent to t t 0 .
THEOREM 3.5. Let w (s, t) be as in (3.2.4) with 6 = 0 ,  5 ^ 0 ,n
0 < y < % in (3.2.22). Then for non-trivial (s, t) any finite subset of
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observations from the process |w^(s, t) : (s, t) € R j  converges in
distribution to a multivariate Gaussian variable with zero expectation and 
covariance structure i?[(s , t^ ) , (s^ , t^]] given by (3.2.24).
THEOREM 3.6. Let w (s, t) be as in (3.2.4) with 6 = 0., £ ^ 0 ^
% < y < 1 in (3.2.22). Tfoen /or non-trivial (s, i) anz/ finite subset of 
observations from the process {i^(s, t) : (s, t) € j where
= {(s, t) E R2 : = O} (3.2.31)
converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian variable with zero 
expectation and covariance structure
Ä [ ( V  *i)» (s2> *2^ = ‘44 1> *2) *2) (3.2.32)
and Sq is the only non-trivial subset of R2 for which this central limit 
behaviour occurs.
THEOREM 3.7. Let u^(s, t) be as in (3.2.4) with 6 ^ 0  and y > 0 
in (3.2.22). For non-trivial (s9 t) we then have any finite subset of
observations from the process -j^(s, £); (s, t) € R j  converges in
distribution to a multivariate Gaussian variable with zero expectation and 
covariance structure
Ä [ ( V  *i)* (S2’ *2^ = 4 4x> t2) ' 2)
when
K >  * 1 » V * 2 ) e Ä e n
= * 2 ) when (s1 . s 2> t 2 )
= * 2) when ( « V  V  * 2 ) € W
= 0 otherwise. ( 3 . 2 . 3 3 )
where
T 1
3 = { ( s !> t1> s 2 > ^ 2) ? r4 : = ; ra e J }
( 3 . 2 . 3 4 )
and
* 3  = { f S l ’ * 1 » S 2 ’ *2  ^ C R4 1
2/77TT , \
= 6 ; ra € -7 • ( 3 . 2 - 3 5 )
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It is interesting to note in all the results above the parameter 3 is 
effectively non-estimable from the asymptotic behaviour of w (s , t) . In
fact, in all cases this behaviour cannot be determined unless 3 is known! 
This would seem to indicate that the empirical characteristic function is 
not really suitable for the analysis of a model like (3.2.1). We shall 




4.1 The restricted cyclic estimator
Let Y, , Y_, . . ., Y and X-. , , .... X be two sequences1 2  n 1 2  n
corresponding to n independent observations on the model (2.1.8). This
chapter will be mainly concerned with the problem of estimating the
parameter 3 in this model or its equivalent in alternative models. Our
approach will be a large sample one, since we assume n is large enough for
the asymptotic results derived in the previous two chapters to hold. As far
as (2.1.8) is concerned, this means we assume any finite set of the
statistics W (0, t) as defined in Theorem (2.3) are distributed as a n
multivariate Gaussian variable with zero expectation and covariance structure
*[(q> q)> (e2> q)]
exp -%a2B2 [t0-t ) 110-t2 "l 2 ^l1
-exp -%o 232 ) 2-%yIt +t Ia2 "1 2 1
exp -%o232 (t -t ) \t0-t2 1 2 1
>
1a1 - exp
when 0^ = 0^ # 0
when 0^ = -©2 ^ 0
-%a232 [t2 2-%TIt2+t11a
when 0^ = = 0
= 0 otherwise. (4.1.1)
We use this asymptotic result to derive two estimation procedures for
2
the parameter 3 . Our approach, in both cases, will be to use (4.1.1) to
generate sequences of independent and identically distributed observations 
on normal distributions with covariance structures which are functions of the 
unknown parameters. Well known statistical procedures are available to 
estimate these covariances and we shall employ them, suitably modified, to 
provide estimates of the unknown parameters in (4.1.1).
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Without loss of generality we shall assume the parameter o is 
known, since it can be estimated, via standard procedures, directly from the 
sequence of X-observations. Also, note that (4.1.1) is dependent only on 
the square of the unknown parameter 3 . This means any large sample 
inference using the statistics fv^ (0, t) will only provide information on
3 . However, in most cases it is not unrealistic to assume prior knowledge
2of the sign of 3 and in this situation any estimator of 3 is 
automatically an estimator of 3 . Hence our procedures will be aimed at
2producing estimates of 3
Consider the following multivariate sequence of realizations of the 
process f/ (0, » where t^ ^ t are arbitrary non-zero values of the
parameter t and {0^} is a sequence of values for the parameter 0 such
that 0^ ^ 0 , \jk and 0^ ^ 0^. , \/k ^ j .
(4.1.2)
\ 1 62 ’ h ) ' \W (0 , t ) 1
i—ii—i 
CD 1 Wn i 02 ’ *l) W I'0 > OnK m
Wn ^ V  *2)
5
Wn(Q2 ’ * 2)
5 • • • 5
W f© , O  m 2J
*2\ Wn ^  2> W (-0 » *,) nK m 2J
By Theorem (2.3) this is asymptotically (with n ) equivalent to a 
sequence of m independent and identically distributed observations on a 
four variate normal distribution with zero mean vector and covariance matrix 
E = (ck .) where o ^  = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 4 and
°12 = "exp -2G232^-%r|2f1|
°13 = °24 = 6XP -%o 232 )Z-%7It -t2 1 2 1
a!4 = °23 = ”eXP -%0232 (^2+^i) I t2+t±







- l o g ( - ö 12) = 2ö 2 *32^  + | 2^1 1a
- l o g ( Gl 3) = %a232 ( t 2- t 1) 2 + % y | t 2- t 1 
- i o g ( - a 14) = %o2ß2 (^2+ t1) 2 + % r k 2+ t1
- l o g ( - ö 34) = 2a 232t 2 + % r | 2 t 2 | a  .
S in c e  t 2 a r e  b o th  n o n - z e r o  t h e  above e q u a t i o n s  can  be r e d u c e d  t o
lo g
- lo g ( - a i2 ) - 2 a 232t2n2^2 1
- l o g ( - a . J - 2 a  32t202 ,2 2
= a  lo g
lo g
- lo g (a  H a V ( V t ) 2
- l ° g ( - a nJ - * o  ß (*2+ ti )
a  lo g V h
2 1




- lo g (o 13) - * a V  ( q - q )  2
- l o g  ( - o 14) -%o2ß2 ( t j + t J
lo g v h
V * 1
l o g
- l o g ( - o . „ ) - 2 o 2ß 2t 2
- l o g ( - o j - 2 a 2ß 2t 2
( 4 . 1 . 7 )
Given v a lu e s  f o r  and t h i s  e q u a t io n  c o u ld  p o s s i b l y  be s o lv e d
f o r However, f o r  a r b i t r a r y  t  , t i t  a p p e a r s  v e ry  d i f f i c u l t  t o
2 2
e x t r a c t  an e x p l i c i t  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  3 (as  a f u n c t i o n  o f  0 , °i2i
O , a  and a ) .  By r e s t r i c t i n g  t h e  r a n g e  o f  v a lu e s  o f  t , t we can
o b t a i n  t h i s  e x p r e s s i o n  q u i t e  s im p ly .  We s h a l l  assume a r e  such  t h a t
lo g
t +i11 = lo g 2 1t t ,2 1
( 4 . 1 . 8 )
S in c e  l o g ( x )  i n c r e a s e s  s t r i c t l y  m o n a to n ic a l ly  f o r  p o s i t i v e  r e a l  x ,
( 4 . 1 . 8 )  w i l l  h o ld  o n ly  i f
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or equivalently
t1 = (±/2-l)t2 . (4.1.9)
Substituting this expression in (4.1.7) and writing - t finally leads 
to, provided 0 < a < 2 ,
We restrict 0 < a < 2 since (4.1.10) is undefined whenever a = 2 .
This is because the four relations (4.1.3) to (4.1.6) are equivalent to a
2system of four linearly dependent equations in two unknowns, 3 and y s
whenever a = 2 . Clearly, any multivariate sequence generated by the 
process f/^ (0, t) , as in (4.1.2), will suffer from this same ’defect’
2whenever a = 2 . We propose a method of estimating 3 which avoids this 
restriction in the following section.
The expression (4.1.10) then forms the basis of our first estimate of
23 . Note that within the bounds of real life computational restrictions 
we can generate as large a value for m in (4.1.2) as we might desire. 
Hence at least two of the many statistical procedures available to us (for 
calculating estimates of the entries in the covariance matrix E ) possess 
’nice’ asymptotic (with m ) statistical properties. The first is the
log (-012) lo§ (-014)-loS (<J13) log (-0 34)
(4.1.10)
o2t2 [21og(o13) -log(-o12) -kQ{2log(-a14) -log(-a34)}]
where k - (+/2-1)2 = 3 + 2/2 .
method of moments. This gives estimates which are unbiased and therefore 
asymptotically consistent. These estimates are of the form
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a (*) = t12 m . , n^ = l 0 . ,  k^t w - 6  . ,^ ’ 0  V. ^ n 4  0  J
= bi ^ ( v  *)»„ (-<»*. di=l
S13(t) = S24(t) = 2m £^ = l V  fe0* d+".
-0., ktt ^ 0 d
A  A  I i--\a14(t) = a (t) = 2m E
^ = l 6i ’ "„(-v d
+f/ I - 0., kitn\ ^ 0 "»(V 4 (4.1.11)
where we have assumed (4.1.9) holds with k^  = /2" - 1 .
The second technique is the method of maximum likelihood. In addition 
to being unbiased and consistent (asymptotically with m ), it is also 
asymptotically efficient. Unfortunately in this case explicit estimators 
similar to (4.1.11) cannot be written down. The asymptotic (with n ) log 
likelihood function corresponding to the sequence (4.1.2) is
L(ö 12’ °139 ö14* °34’ ^
4
= -2n log 2it - n/2 log |E| - Z  ö(£j)s..(t) (4.1.12)
1 1 i j -1 J
where
and
Sit) - (e^tt)) = X  Un{ek, t)
WA >  d -
Wn K ’
wn{-\> (/2-nt)
wn K >  4
d
1 °12 2°13 2014 " °34 + l+ai2ö13ai4 + 4°13ai4°34 + ö12ö34
2012°13a34 " 2°12ai4°34 " 2ai3ö14 + °13 + ö14
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and C - (c(ij)) = symmetric matrix of cofactors corresponding to the 
covariance matrix E . That is,
e(11) = 1 - °l3 - < 4  - o^4 * 2013014a34 = o(22)
e(12) = -a12 t 2a13a14 t - c2^  - a^ 4
C(13) = -c13 + a12aw  + a14a34 - t a®3 = o(24)
C(14) = -aw  + a12o13 + a13o34 - - a2^  t = o(23)
C(34) = -o34 t 2a13a14 + °^2a34 - °x2°i3 - a12°i4
e(33) = 1 - »12 - °13 - °14 + 2C12ai3°14 = e(44) •
The maximum likelihood estimates G ^ s G^, ^14» ^34 are then a
solution to the system of four simultaneous equations
El +
'kl X . 3577 (t)ij=l kl |£|
X c(ij)s..(t)U j =i 13 kl |e | = 0 (4.1.13)
(k, l) = (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (3, 4) .
2Our first procedure for estimating the parameter 3 follows directly.
DEFINITION (4.1) . Let o^t), G ^ U ) ,  al4(t) and G ^ U )  be as in
r\
(4.1.11). For 0 < a < 2 we define the restricted, cyclic estimator of 3
2based on the moment covariance estimates (4.1.11) as that value 3 (t)n
given by the expression corresponding to (4.1.10)
log(-G12(t))log(-014(t))-log(ü13(t))log(-G34U))
&n(t) - 2.2G t [2l0g(G13U))-l0g(-G19(t))-kn{2l0g(-GluU))-l0g(-Gqii(t))}]
(4.1.14)
where k = i/2-1) . The corresponding restricted cyclic estimator based
on maximum likelihood estimates (4.1.13) is obvious. The estimate is
’restricted' because it is only defined for 0 < a < 2 , while 'cyclic' is a
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referral to the circular randomization procedure (letting s{n) -* 00 in 
W (0, t) ) used to obtain that particular form of asymptotic behaviour from
which we derived the identity (4.1.10).
Note (4.1.14) does not exist if any one of the covariance estimates lie 
outside their admissable range. However, since both moment and maximum 
likelihood estimates are asymptotically consistent, this problem does not 
arise (theoretically at least) in the large sample case. Also, (4.1.14) is 
a function of t . For a fixed sequence of observations on the model 
(2.1.8) there will therefore be a range of values taken by (4.1.14) for 
differing values of t .
Which value of t should we choose to use? An obvious choice is that 
value t* such that for all t ± 0 and fixed n ,
Var ßfu*)n 5 Var ßht)n (4.1.15)
For finite n it will be very difficult to obtain an explicit 
expression (as a function of t ) for the RHS of (4.1.15). The situation is 
further complicated if we use the maximum likelihood estimates (4.1.13) to
2define our estimate of 3 . Since our estimation procedure in either case
assumes asymptotic behaviour as a consequence of a large sample assumption, 
an appropriate alternative criterion for choice of t* might be based on the
2asymptotic (with n ) variance of 3 (t) . The moment estimates (4.1.11) are
asymptotically consistent and so 3 (£) s in the limit with both m and n ,
will also be asymptotically consistent. Hence the appropriate criterion for 
choice of t will be to choose t - t* where t* minimizes the variance 
of the asymptotic distribution (over both n , m ) of
Jm e2(t)-ß2n (4.1.16)
THEOREM 4.2. For each value of non-zero t , 0 < a < 2 J and ß (£)
defined as in (4.1.14), the asymptotic distribution of frn ß2u)-ß2n is
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I »•(*)+2 I G,(t)
i-1 1 1 1
/a4t4.44(t) (4.1.17)
H±U )  = [l+exp(2Sl2(t))]{f14(t)}2
fl2(t) = %[l+exp(2g13(i))+exp(2313(t)-2j14(t))
+exp(2013(t)-012(t)-934(t))] 4 34(t)}2 
B 3a )  = %[l+exp(2j14(t))+exp(2j14(t)-2g:L3(<:))
+exp(2^14(i)-ffl2(t)-334(t))](F12(t)}2
V «  = [ l ^ p ( 2 931t(t))]4i3( « l 2
G1(t) = -[l+exp[g'12(t)+?13(t)-s14(t))]F14(t)F34(t)
G2(t) = [l+exp(ff12(t)+ff14(t)-0'13(t))]F14(t)F12(t)
G3(t) = -[exp(312(t)+ff34(t)-2g'13(t))+exp(s12(t)+g’34(t)-28,14(t))]F14(t)F13(t) 
c4(*) = -*[2+exp(913(t)+8’14(i)-012(t))+exp(?13(i)+0:L4(i)-034(t))]
t V * )P12 (t>]
G5(t) = [l+exp(G13(t)t334(t)-314(t))]F34(t)F13(t)
G6(t) = -[l+exp(G14(t)+G34(t)-G13(t))]F12(t)Fl3(t) 
and
F12U )  = ^12(tM(t) " 2V (t)
F13(t) = - kQS(t)
F14(t) =
^^(i) = g3^(t)A(t) - 2B(t)
Mt) = 912(t)- 2G13(t  ^- fe0(G34(t)-2Gi4(tl 
B(t) = - G13(t)G34(*>
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= 2kQa 2S>2t 2 + %y| 2>^ ~t Ia
313(t) = feQa2ß2t2 t % y j I “
S14(t) = °2ß2<:2 + %y|
gm (t) = 2 a V t 2 t %y| 2i|a .
In order to prove this theorem we need the following two lemmas. The
first is a result given in Rao [31], p. 321.
LEMMA 4.3. Let T be a k-dimensional statistic flT , ..., T, 1n v In knJ
such that the asymptotic distribution of -0 ) , ..., /n[T^-Q^) is
k-variate normal with mean zero and dispersion matrix £ = (o^.) • Further3
let g be a function of k variables which is totally differentiable.
Then the asymptotic distribution of f n [ g [ T # ..., 2^n) -g (0 , ..., 0^)}
is normal with mean zero and variance
y(6)
k ki i
i-1 j=l 8a:. dx .0 J 0
provided 7(0) ± 0 .
The second lemma follows from results derived in Haldane [16].
LEMMA 4.4. Let W, X, Y, Z be distributed as standardized 4-variate 
normal with correlations f^/Y9 ^WZ3 ^XY3  ^XZ am  ^ PYZ * h^en
(i) E(XY) = pXY ; Var(XT) = 1 +
(ii) E(XYZ) = 0 ; e {x 21 z) = pyz +
(Hi) E(WXYZ) = PwxPyz + Pyx^ xz + PVZPJY '
For each value of non-zero t now define a 4-variate sequence
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V4)' h 2(t)‘ ‘X. U)"| 1m




3 • • • 3
X„ U ) 3m
V 4). ,X 42 (t). x h (t)Mm
(4.1.18)
EU)
corresponding to m independent and identically distributed observations on 
a 4-variate normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix 




Also, for 1 < £ < j < 4 , let
ä -i m
ai2(t) sm X  x^ t)x2kU)K = 1
m k=.i 3k
™  = S T  Z [*i vU)x^t)^
k=1 Llk 4 k
(*> = ~  I [*^UU^U)+X^UU^U)]
k=i 4k' 2k 3k
and define, analogous to (4.1.14)
s2  ^ log(-a12)log(-514)-iog(o13)log(-S34)
3 ^ U )  - 2 2- 7* " “  ■ 7 7~Ä 7 7 Ä
(4.1.19)
(4.1.20)
a t [2log(a13)-log(-a12)-k0 {2log(-a14)-log(-a34)}]
Then, because of the central limit results we have already obtained, it is 
clear the asymptotic (with n and m ) behaviour of the random variable
/m 2 23 U)-3n will be exactly the same as the asymptotic behaviour (with m )
of the random variable /m
ssO 9 We shall use lemma (4.3) to evaluate













and, using lemma (4.4)
cov R jt) = nt) = (r^ .(t))
with
rn Ct) Var(S12(t)) = Var(Z1(t)Z9(t)}
1 + [p(^Ct), x2it))]
1 t exp(-2^ 12(t))
r44(t) = 1 + exP("2^ ^ (t))
T it) = h Var(xi(t)Z3(t)tZ2(t)Z4(t))
= %[Varfx1(t)Z3(t))+Var(X2(t)Z4(t))+2 Cov [x i t )X^ i t) , X2it)X^ it)]] 
= %[l+exp(-2^13(t))+exp(-2^l4(t))+exp[-^l2(t)-^34(t))]
r33(t) = r22(t)
ri2(t) = m Cov(ol2(t), a13(t))
= % Cov(Z1(t)Z2(t), I1(t)X3(t)+Z2(t)Z4(t)]
= %[Cov(;r (£)X2 (£), X1(t)X3(t))+Cov[xi(t)X2(t) , X2(t)Xli(t))]
= -exp(-^14(t)) - exp(-^12(t)-^13(t)) 
ri3(t) = exp(-^13(t)) t exp(-012(t)-014(t))
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r23(t) = ^[_exP (_9'12(^ )) -exP i~9 34(^ }) -2exP (-9'i3(^ )-0'i4(^ ))J
r24(t) = _exP ^ i 4 (t)) “ exP(-^13(t)-^34(t)) 
r34(t) = exp(-^13(t)) + exp(-^14(t)-^34(t))
ri4(t) = exp(-2^13(t)) + exp(-2^14(t)) .
For each value of non-zero t we use the standard multidimensional 
Central Limit Theorem to obtain the asymptotic distribution (with m ) of 
the 4-variate vector Jm (R^(t)-y(t)} as 4-variate normal with zero mean
and covariance matrix Tit) specified above.
Next for all t  ^ 0 consider the family of functions
logf-arj log(-a?3) -log(a?2) log(-x4)
M X ,  t ) = - 2 - 5 ----------------------------------------------------------------
a t [21og(a;2)-log(-a;1)-/c0{21og(-a;3)-log(-a:4) }]
( \ 4defined on the set of all X = [x^ , xl+j  ^ ^ such that
xr  X 3’ x4 < o and x2 >  ^ * T^en
hi R it) ; t) = 3 2 it)K m 9 J m
and
h[\iit) ; t) = B2 .
Every member of this family of functions is totally differentiable over
4the set of X € R for which it is defined. Also, the moment estimates 
(4.1.19) are asymptotically consistent and so the estimate (4.1.20) exists 
with probability one as m -* 00 . Hence we can use lemma (4.3). That is, for
every t ^ 0 the asymptotic distribution of 
normal with zero mean and variance
 ^O O








L «7 y( t)-
(4.1.21)
provided Vit) ^ 0 .
Differentiating and simplifying leads to the expression for Vit) in
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(4.1.17) and the proof of Theorem (4.2) is complete. □
It only remains to find that value t* which minimizes this variance 
function. Since Vit) is symmetric about t - 0 , it suffices to examine 
its behaviour for 0 < t < 00 . Clearly t* will be a function of the
unknown parameters ß 9 y and a unless Vit) approaches a minimum either 
at zero or infinity. In order to evaluate the behaviour of Vit) at these 
extremes we simplify the expression (4.1.17) somewhat. Substituting the 
appropriate ^-functions gives




0(Ys a) = y ka/2-k (2a 1-2a/2)
Bit) = G2ß2t2.0(y > a)|t|a .
O ctF i2(t) = ^12(y , ot)0(Ys ; ^12 2a " 4 “ /2T
F 13(t) = ^13(Y s a)0(Y» a ) t 2 C L  * ^13
2a/2-lfea/2Y
F 14(t) = ^14(’Y j a)6(Y» a)t2a > lb  =y14
„a/2-l 2 Y
Orv
F 34(t) = ^34(Y s a)0(Y’ a ) t  J ^34 =
0a-l2 y .






1+exp l7 202,2 .. , a  4^Qa 3 t +2iJj12t
+  % 1+exp 2fe0O 2ß 2t 2+ 2lJJ13t Cl +exp 2a2ß2t2(fen-l) *














a V i 2 (3k - l)  + (i|i ,ti|) -i|) J  ta12 13 r14J
o 2ß 2t 2( l + f e n ) +  (.(,12^ 14^ 13) t a
lb ib^ 14^34
^ 14^12
exp 2o2e2i2+ fy10+t,n-2+J*12 34 13"
+exp 2fe o2e2t2+ (i|i „t»p -2ip ) ta12 34 14" lb lby 14y13





texp a V t 2 [kQ + (ip, ,+ilz, u-i|),J ta
a 2 ß2 *2 (l+fc0) + (+X3+^ 3 4 - + m i  
o2ß2t2 (3-k ) t 0  li+vp„u-tp-1,) ta
lb iby34T12
^ 34^13
14 T34 13" ^ 12^13 (4.1.25)
V2(t) = ö462(y , a)t4 . (4.1.26)
We first investigate the behaviour of V(t) near t - 0 . From 
(4.1.25) we have
2
V 0 )  *  2 ( * 12" * 13^ 14-*3 J
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FIGURE 4.1. G 2 = Y = 1-0 , 3 = 1.0
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For the behaviour of F(£) as t 00
2
behaves as exp(t ) for large
- i)2
------  = -H» .
, we need only note from (4.1.25) 
t . This gives
lim F(t) = lim exP(^ ) = +oo #
£-*» t
That is, F(t) achieves its minimum value at some point in the interval 
(0, 00) . Hence t* will be a non-trivial function of the unknown parameters 
ß, y and a .
Note also 0(y, a) 0 as a -> 2 . It follows F(t*) , as a function
2of a , will increase without bound as a ■+ 2 . Consequently will
2become a more and more unreliable estimate of ß as a 2 . Figures 
(4.1) to (4.4) illustrate the behaviour of V(t) for various combinations 
of the model parameters. From these examples we see that unless both a
2and either ß or ö are small, the variance function V(t) is extremely
2large valued, implying an estimate of ß which is extremely unstable for 
any value of t .
4.2 The unrestricted cyclic estimator
2
In the previous section we derived an estimate ß (t) for the parameter
2ß in (2.1.8) under the restriction 0 < a < 2 . In the general situation, 
however, we have no knowledge about the parameter a . In addition we saw
2that this estimate ß (t) became very unstable for values of a close to
n
2 .
The main factor behind this instability of e2(t)n is the near
singularity of the system of equations (4.1.3) to (4.1.6) when a is close
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to 2 . This singularity will always be present in any system of equations 
derived from the covariance function (4.1.1).
In order to get around this restriction we now develop a procedure for 
2estimating 3 which is not based on obtaining an explicit representation 
2for 3 in terms of appropriate covariance entries as in (4.1.10). Our 
initial approach is similar to (4.1.2). In this case we consider a 2-variate 
sequence of realizations of the process &^(0, t) , where t is arbitrary,
non-zero, and {0^} is as in (4.1.2), given by








5 • • • 5 -
1
SCD1
Again, by Theorem (2.3) this is asymptotically (with n ) equivalent to 
a sequence of m independent and identically distributed observations on a 
standardized bivariate normal random variable with correlation coefficient
p = -exp (-%q232-%t ) (4.2.2)
or equivalently
32 = [-2 log(-p)-y]/a2 . (4.2.3)
The (asymptotic) maximum likelihood estimate of p is then given by
A(see, for example, Kendall and Stuart [22], p. 39) that real root p of 
the cubic equation
x3 - C(t)x2 + [A(t)+BU)-l]x - CU) = 0 (4.2.4)
where
l 171 9
- - l  A *  *-*)
k-1
i m 9
BU) = mE *»l-V *)k-1
l m
C(t) = m i  A */C—X
which maximizes the value of the log-likelihood function
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L(x) = -m log(2u) - ^mlog(l-x2) - ---1 „ \_A(t)+B{t )-2xC(t)] . (4.2.5)
2 (l-x )
As we have already noted in the previous section, there is no 
theoretical limit to the value of m in (4.2.1). Thus, as m 00 there will 
tend to be only one real root of (4.2.4) for every value of non-zero t .
In addition, the asymptotic consistency of maximum likelihood estimates will 
ensure that this root will lie in the admissable range (-1,0) .
In the practical situation, however, there will usually be limitations 
to the value of m in (4.2.1). From Kendall and Stuart [22], p. 39, we 
also obtain a sufficient condition for only one real root to (4.2.4) is
Ait) + Bit) > 1 + C2(t)/3 . (4.2.6)
For ’fixed' m this inequality provides us with one criterion for choice of 
t in (4.2.1).
2Now turn to the problem of estimating 3 . As in the previous section
2 ~ we assume a is known. Suppose also a 'good' estimate y of y exists.
2Then the expression (4.2.3) provides us directly with an estimate of 3 ,
given by
32 = [-2 log(-p)-y]/G2 . (4.2.7)
ANote this expression only exists when p lies in the range (-1, 0) . 
Since we are mainly concerned with large sample (both n and m ) 
procedures, this problem can be (theoretically anyway) ignored. The basic 
problem in (4.2.7) above is then concerned with obtaining a 'good' estimate
of y . All the information available from (4.2.1) is contained in the
/\ a estimate p . In view of the relation (4.2.2) it is clear P represents
2insufficient information for discrimination between 3 and y in (4.2.2).
We say that 3 and y are unidentifiable in data derived from (4.2.1).
The nuisance parameter here is the parameter y , and if we are to be able
2to use (4.2.3) at all as a method of estimating 3 we must devise some 
alternative procedure for estimating y .
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Recollect the asymptotic results derived in Section (3.2). There we 
saw observations on a linear model with non-stochastic independent variable 
and stable residual could be used to generate a stochastic process with 
asymptotic Gaussian behaviour and covariance function dependent only on the 
parameters y and a which determine the stable distribution of the 
residual. Suppose we could get some idea of the residual 'component' of our 
observations on (2.1.8). We could then use these residuals to ’generate' 
observations on an appropriate form of the model (3.2.1). Hence we could 
calculate an independent estimate of the nuisance parameter y , based on 
the asymptotic behaviour of the process i^(s, £) • derived from these
'generated' observations. Of course we can never have an exact knowledge of 
the residual 'component' of our observations on (2.1.8). However, the above 
argument does suggest some sort of 'iterative procedure for approximating 
these residual 'components'.
Let 3q be an estimate of 3 in (2.1.8). We do not specify what form
it should take at this stage. We can then calculate the 'estimated' 
residuals
(4.2.8)
It is easy to see
(4.2.9)
Now let ..., x be a known sequence of numbers and suppose we
generate' observations of the form
»k = xk + Sfc ; 1 5 k ~ n ■ (4.2.10)
Further, suppose x^ , ..., x are equally spaced numbers satisfying
x^ - k6(n) (4.2.11)
where 6(rc) = £/n , £ ± 0 .
Clearly the model specified by (4.2.10) and (4.2.11) above is analogous 
to that discussed in Theorem (3.4), the main distinction being the difference
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between (4.2.9) above and the distribution assumed for the residual term in 
(3.2.1). An identical analysis of the 'generated* model above, taking into 
account this difference in distribution, then leads to a result corresponding 
to Theorem (3.4).
THEOREM 4.5. Let y^9 y2 > • ••9 y and a: , x , ..., a? be two
sequences corresponding to observations on the model specified by (4.2.9) to 
(4.2.11). For uy v both not identically zero3 define
nr n
w (w, v) = n * I  sin[vy,+uxA . fe=1 K
(4.2.12)
AlsOy let
B - \(u9 v) € R2; u+v = , m an integer
>1 .and v not equal to zeroj  (4.2.13)
Then any finite subset of observations from the stochastic process 
[w^(u, v); (u, v) € 5} is weakly convergent to a multivariate Gaussian
variable with zero expectation and covariance structure
R[[uv  yj, (w2, v2)] ^ V  v2) - V2) for u1 + v = u^ + v2 = 0
A ( V  v2) for ui + vi ~ U2 ^ V2 ^ Q
-A{-vv  v2) for u t v = ~[u2+v2) t 0
= 0 otherwise (4.2.14)
where
'Tv = exp -to2(ß-e0)2(vh)2- ^ V uila
2 2 
VT V2 -tYh^r+i^r (4.2.15)■exp -%o (3-8q)
We use this result to resolve the identification problem posed earlier. 
Define a sequence of real numbers u^ 9 u^ > •••> such that
2 m n TT
k - 1 , 1 < k S l (4.2.16)
where m , m , ..., m 1 are positive non-zero integers, m. ? m. for 1 2  I* 'l' J
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i t j . By Theorem (4.5) above it follows the sequence of realizations of 
the process wn ^u > v) defined by
U^13 ^  5 Wn (W2 5 ^  5 * * * ’ wn » -*-) (4.2.17)
where is given by (4.2.16) above, is asymptotically equivalent to a
sequence of Z iid observations on a normal variate with zero expectation 
and variance
exp (4.2.18)
Further, the (asymptotic) maximum likelihood estimate of ip is then
*o = T X 4
K -l
(4.2.19)
and again, since Z is theoretically unbounded, this estimate can be 
considered to possess all the usual asymptotic properties.
At this stage it is tempting to obtain an estimate of 3 by solving 
(4.2.2) and (4.2.18) for 3 . This gives
'M b
3 = 3Q + log 2l P J
2~20 3, (4.2.20)
which naturally leads to an estimate of the form
r /\
1-^
3 = 3q + log -2l P
2~
20 3, (4.2.21)
where ij) and p are the MLE’s given by (4.2.19) and (4.2.4) respectively.
However, it is clear that such an approach leads to a most
A
unsatisfactory estimate of 3 since the computed value of 3 in (4.2.21) 
above is a function of the estimate 3q . An alternative approach which can
be shown to produce, under certain conditions, a unique estimate of 3 
follows from a consideration of (4.2.18). Suppose 3q is very close (or
even equal) to 3 . Then (4.2.18) provides us with an approximation to y 
by writing
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Y0 = - l o g ( M . 0) = O2 ( ß -ß 0) 2 + y . ( 4 . 2 . 2 2 )
S u b s t i t u t i n g  t h i s  v a l u e  i n  ( 4 . 2 . 3 )  g i v e s  a c o r r e s p o n d i n g  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o
ß2
ß2 = [ -2  l o g ( - p ) - Y 0] / a 2 . ( 4 . 2 . 2 3 )
Assuming ß > 0 , we t a k e  t h e  p o s i t i v e  s q u a r e  r o o t  o f  t h e  LHS o f  ( 4 . 2 . 2 3 )  
t o  o b t a i n  a second  e s t i m a t e  ß^ o f  ß . T h i s  n a t u r a l l y  l e a d s  t o  a
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  v a r i a n c e  t e r m  \Jj^ and a  s econd  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  y^ a n a lo g o u s
t o  ( 4 . 2 . 2 2 ) .  S u b s t i t u t i n g  y^  i n  ( 4 . 2 . 3 )  l e a d s  t o  a  t h i r d  e s t i m a t e  ß^ o f
ß , e t c ,  e t c .  In  g e n e r a l  we have
yk = - log(l- i f>fe) = a 2 (ß -ß fe) 2 + y ; k 1  0 ( 4 . 2 . 2 4 )
and
ß2 = [ -2  l o g ( - p ) - Y ^ _ J / a 2 ; f e i l .  ( 4 . 2 . 2 5 )
LEMMA 4 . 6 .  A s u f f ic ie n t  con d itio n  fo r  the convergence o f  the  
i t e r a t i v e  procedure d efin ed  by ( 4 . 2 . 2 4 )  and ( 4 . 2 . 2 5 )  above i s  0 < ßQ 5 ß .
In th is  case
ß = l im  ß. ( 4 . 2 . 2 6 )
fe-x»
~2where ß^ i s  the p o s i t iv e  square ro o t o f  ß^ .
P r o o f .  S u b s t i t u t i n g  ( 4 . 2 . 2 4 )  i n  ( 4 . 2 . 2 5 )  g i v e s
K - 2  l o g ( - p  ) - y - c 2 (ß-ßj__x) 2 
w h ic h ,  u s i n g  ( 4 . 2 . 3 )  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o
/  o 4
~dk  = e 2 -  2 ( 4 . 2 . 2 7 )
Now assume 0 < ßQ < ß . (We i g n o r e  t h e  t r i v i a l  c a s e  ß^ = ß .) Then
we can w r i t e
2 - 2  2ß - ß0 = 50 > o ( 4 . 2 . 2 8 )
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and hence, using (4.2.27), we have the following sequence of inequalities
o < C2 = ß2 - ß2 = (ß-ßQ)2 < ß2 - ß2 = 52
0 < ?2 = ß2 - ßj = (B-ßJ2 < ß2 - ß2 = 52 etc, etc (4.2.29)
2 2 2where we have used the simple result a > b > 0 <=► a - b > (a-b)
2 2 ~2Clearly (4.2.28) and (4.2.29) define a sequence = 3 - 3^  such
2 2 2that 0 <  ^< ... < . Consequently there must exist a real
2 2 2number £ > 0 such that £ = lim (b . Suppose now that E, > 0 . That is,
k-x»
lim £? = 32 - lim 3? = > 0 (4.2.30)
or equivalently
S2 = lim (ß-ß, )2 > 0 .
k*» K~1
Since for all k > 0 , 3 ~ 3 ^ > 0 we can take positive square roots of
this result to get
£ = lim (ß-3, J > 0 
k-+co
or
3 - £ = lim 3, .
fc-*»
Squaring and using (4.2.30) it follows that
9 ~9 9 9(ß-C) = lim ßt , = ß - r
( t - w
or, since we have assumed £ > 0 ,
2 2 3 = r . (4.2.31)
2 2Now recollect that 0 < < ... < for all fe > 1 . 2 2 Hence £ <
so (4.2.31) is equivalent to saying
„2 ,2 „2 ~ 2ß < 50 = ß - eo
or
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ß0 < ° •
This is impossible. It follows that E, = 0  or, from (4.2.30),
~2 2 lim 3 ^ = 3 .
fc-*» *
(4.2.32)
Taking positive square roots completes the proof.
2This lemma forms the basis of our second estimation procedure for 3 
The iterative procedure discussed in the lemma assumes exact knowledge of 
the correlation p and the variance terms ip, . We can replace them by
/Ntheir corresponding maximum likelihood estimates p and ijj^ and hence
generate an iterative procedure corresponding to (4.2.24) and (4.2.25) by 
writing
yk = -log(l—$fe) ; fc > 0 (4.2.33)
and
[-2 log(-p)-Yfc.J/o2 i k  -  1 (4.2.34)
where
l ( n
(4.2.35)nZ 8i“[(1+“k) V V B*r*l
with (u^ ) and (x as in (4.2.16) and (4.2.11) respectively.
DEFINITION 4.7. Let 3q be some real number such that 0 < 3Q - 3 .
2 2The unrestricted oyolio estimator of 3 is that value 3^ (if it exists)
which forms the limit of the iterative procedure defined by (4.2.33) and 
(4.2.34). That is
g2 = lim [-2 log(-p)+log(l-$J]/a2 . (4.2.36)
h * ° °
’Unrestricted' in this case is a referral to the fact that the estimate 
exists for all values of the parameter a , while ’cyclic’ means the same as
in Definition (4.1).
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Note also the asymptotic consistency of the estimates p and i|^
2(with ft, m and l ) implies the estimate 3^ is asymptotically consistent, 
taking into account the result of lemma (4.6).
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CHAPTER FIVE
ESTIMATION WITH ALTERNATIVE MODELS
5.1 Procedures for univariate models
In this section we examine possible approaches to large sample 
estimation of the univariate models (3.1.1), (3.1.16), (3.1.18) and (3.2.1) 
introduced in Chapter (3). In all cases we shall be aiming to use the two 
'cyclic1 estimation procedures derived in the previous chapter.
Initially consider the estimation problem for (3.1.1). Since the 
2parameters p and a are directly estimable from the sequence of 
^-observations, we can, without loss of generality, assume they are known. 
The asymptotic results of Theorem (3.1) indicate an estimation procedure 
based on the statistic IV^ (0, t) calculated directly from independent
realizations of (3.1.1) might produce worthwhile results. We therefore
examine both 'cyclic' estimation procedures within the context of (3.1.1).
For the 'restricted' approach define the 4-variate sequence (4.1.2)






and we can use them to write down an equation analogous to (4.1.7)
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log tl logt _2
log | cos 3y | -iog|oI3 -%o V ( t 2- q ) 2
log|cos(t2+t1)3y|-log|o14 -%a2e2 (t2+t1)2
log
t-t2 1 logt^ +t.2 1
log| cos (2t_^ 3y) | -log | g 12 -20232t2
log|cos(2t23y)|-log|o34 -2G232t2
(5.1.5)
However, even under (4.1.9) it is difficult to see how an explicit 
2expression for 3 can be extracted from (5.1.5) above. Vie must conclude 
therefore that direct use of the 'restricted* cyclic estimation procedure, 
as developed for (2.1.8), appears impossible for (3.1.1). Our next option 
is the 'unrestricted' cyclic procedure. In this case, for the 2-variate 
sequence corresponding to (4.2.1), we have
2„2p = -cos( 3y)exp (-%cT3 . (5.1.5)
Similarly for the estimated first stage residuals corresponding
(5.1.7)
to (4.2.8) we have
E exp(iteQ) = exp itV (3-3Q)-%ü2£2 (3-3Q)2~%Y111a
Now let y2» • • • s y and x^9 x^9 .,.9 x be two sequences of
real numbers satisfying (4.2.10) and (4.2.11). Since (5.1.7) above differs 
from (4.2.9) the results of Theorem (4.5) need re-examination. For W (u, v)
given by (4.2.12) we have
i(u+v)x+iv\i (3-3 ) -%o2y2 (3-3 ) 2-%y I v |aE exp(ivy+iux) - exp 
and hence
-%oV(3-30)2-%YMa /f I sin[(u+v)xk+ h(3-30)]
(5.1.8)
Ew (w, v) - exp n
exp -%oV (ß-e0)2-%YMa COS Vu M n )
£ sin(w+y)x^+sin vy(3-30) £ cos(u+v)xk
k-1 k=1
(5.1.9)
and, for A{v,, V0) given by (4.2.15),
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Cov («„(«!• yj , u n i u 2 > y2))
1 n
= A (vx> y2) cos (V yi h ß-ß0)U n I  “ s f ^ - a  p p  -« )]*.
k-l
l n- ^(y!, D2)sin(y2-Ui) (ß-ß0)P - I sin[(u -u ) + (y -y )>,
k-l
l n
-4 (-"].» u2) cos (y2+ui) (ß-P0^  n ?  cos[(^2+uJ  + (U2+yl ^ xü:k — 1
1 n
+ A {~vVy2)sin(y2+ulHe-®o)y n? sin[(w2+yi) + (y2+yi ^ xfe • (5-1-10)k — l
If we go through the same sort of analysis as in Theorem (3.4) we find 
the process u (w, above displays central limit convergence behaviour
only on the set
B = |(w, v) € R2 ; u+v = , m t 0 , m € l| (5.1.11)
in which case any finite subset of observations from w^(u, v) converges in
distribution to a multivariate Gaussian variable with zero expectation and 
covariance structure
ä [(m iS y j  , (w2 , u2)] = A[v±i t>2) cos [v2~v^ ) (3-30)y for u± + v± = u2 + v2
= -A (-y1 , y2)cos(y2+y1) ($-30)p for u± + v± = -(u2+y2)
= 0 otherwise. (5.1.12)
This covariance function is almost identical to (4.2.14). It follows 
the univariate sequence defined by (4.2.16) and (4.2.17) approximates, for 
large n , a sequence of independent realizations of a normal variate with 
zero expectation and variance given by (4.2.18). If we are then to use
the iterative approach of Section (4.2) we must investigate its convergence 
behaviour based on expressions (5.1.6) and (4.2.18). Clearly in this case 
Lemma (4.6) does not hold. Therefore we conclude both cyclic estimation 
procedures based on the statistic fv^ (0, t) , as calculated from observations
on (3.1.1), are unworkable.
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This indicates only one possible technique for estimation of (3.1.1) if 
we are to use the process f*^ (0, £) . We must construct this process with
symmetrized observations from (3.1.1). Estimation procedures based on
Wyi/2^ >  £) (defined in (3.1.10)) are completely equivalent to those outlined
for the model (2.1.8) in the previous chapter.
The situation is slightly less complicated for our other non-symmetric 
model (3.1.16). Here for 1 < a < 2 a consistent estimator of £ is the 
mean of our Y-observations
In the large sample case therefore we should be able to assume the mean 
corrected variables Y\ - - Y are distributed according to (2.1.8) and
develop our estimation procedures accordingly. However, for value of the 
characteristic exponent a less than or equal to 1 this approach is not 
possible. We are then in exactly the same predicament as we were for 
observations on (3.1.1). Our conclusions in that situation carry over 
directly. That is, estimation is possible only if we symmetrize our model 
observations initially, using (3.1.8).
The next model we consider is the linear non-stochastic form (3.2.1).
As we have already noted in Section (3.2) the process u^(s, t) does not
provide any information about the parameter 3 insofar as its central limit 
behaviour (when it exists) is independent of 3 . However it is also clear 
from the results of Section (3.2) that if 3 in (3.2.1) is known, then 
w (s, t) can be used to develop estimates for the parameters y, a of the
stochastic disturbance term e . In fact, we have already made use of this 
property in developing the unrestricted estimation procedure of Section 
(4.2). It foilows this procedure can be extended to provide a method of 
estimating the (unknown) parameters of any symmetric stable distribution.
Let e^, ..•, be a sequence of iid observations on a symmetric
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stable random variable with dispersion parameter y and characteristic 
exponent a . Also, let ..., x be a sequence of real numbers n
such that for some £ ^ 0 ,
Xj  ^ -  k £/w ; 1 5 k < n . (5.1.14)
Then for v t  0 and w , u , w such that m
2m -n
u7, = — F--y ; l < fe < Z (5.1.15)
(where . .., are positive non-zero integers with t?k   ^m. for
all £, j ) we have the sequence
K > y) . u„ K » u) . •••. “ K >  d (5.1.16)'nv”l* '' 3 25 5 n * Z
is asymptotically equivalent to a sequence of Z independent and identically 
distributed observations on a normal random variable with zero expectation 
and variance
X2(v) = 1 - exp(-YIyIa) . (5.1.17)
2To obtain an estimate of y we need only note that X (1) = 1 - exp(-y) . 
_2Let A (1) be the (asymptotic) maximum likelihood estimate of the above
2variance term. Since A (1) is a one to one function of y it immediately 
follows
y = -log(l-X2(l)) (5.1.18)
defines a corresponding (asymptotic) maximum likelihood estimate of y .
Estimating the characteristic exponent a follows naturally. Let 
V f 1 in (5.1.17) and put
£/ ) _ logf-log[l-A^(y)])-log Y 
log Iv I (5.1.19)
Here, as in (4.1.14), choice of an ’optimal’ value for our parameter 
(v , above) then becomes a problem. One solution is to follow the procedure 
used in Section (4.1). That is, we choose that value v* , V* 1 0 , 1 ,  which
minimizes the asymptotic variance of the process Z2(a(y)-otJ .
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LEMMA 5.1. For each value of v j v t 0, 1 and a(y) defined by
(5.1.19) above3 the asymptotic distribution of Z^(a(y)-a) is univariate 
normal with zero mean and variance
R{v) = R1(v)R~21(v) (5.1.20)
where
R^(v) = 2[l-exp(-y|y|a)] 2exp(2y|y|a) 
i?2(y) = y2|y|2alog2|y| .
To prove this result we use the univariate form of Lemma (4.3). Since
A
y can be estimated 'independently* via (5.1.18) we shall assume y = y in
(5.1.19) . Then obtaining the required asymptotic behaviour is equivalent to 
investigating the asymptotic behaviour of
2
a(y) = log -iog[i-iMi?)] -log y 
lögjy]
where
7 - 1 ^ 2ip (v) - I X
k=l K
is an estimate of the variance of a normal random variate X(v) , with 
EX(v) - 0 and
Var X(v) - 1 - exp(-y|y|a) .
Note that we have
E\p2(v) = 1 - exp(-y|y|a) = 0(y)
and
l Var \p2(v) - 2 [l-exp (-y I y I a)] 2
where we have used the result (see, for example, Haldane [16]) Y ~ N(0, 1) 
implies EY^ = 3 .
Next, for y ^ 0, 1 we define the function
g(x) = (log[-log(l-x)]-log y}/log|y| .
For 0 < x < 1 this function is differentiable with
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g ' ( x )  - [ ( l - a ; ) l o g ( l - a ; ) l o g |  v | ] 1 .
2
H ence, s i n c e  0 < ( v ) < 1 w i th  p r o b a b i l i t y  one as  l  -*■ 00 , we can
a p p ly  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  Lemma ( 4 . 3 ) .  T ha t  i s ,  t h e  a s y m p to t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f
( y )) ~9 (ö ( y ) ) ]  = 2-2[ a ( y ) -o t ]  i s  u n i v a r i a t e  no rm a l  w i th  z e ro  mean and 
v a r i a n c e
i?(y) = 2 [ l - e x p ( - Y | u | a ) ] 2 (£?' ( 0 ( y ) ) ) 2 .
S im p l i f y in g  th e  RHS above we o b t a i n  ( 5 . 1 . 2 0 ) .  T h is  c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  
t h e  lemma. □
I t  r e m a in s  t o  f i n d  t h a t  v a lu e  v* t  0 ,  1 w hich m in im izes  ( 5 . 1 . 2 0 ) .  To 




l im  [ l - e x p ( ~ Y |V j a ) ] 2 | V | 2a = y 2
v\+0
l im  R(v) = l im  ----- -^----  = 0 . ( 5 . 1 . 2 1 )
\v\+Q j v |-H) lo g  |y |
l im  Rlv) = -2I k .^ P < -Y ) ]e x p (2 Y )  Uffl ---- 1
y |-^ i  y |y|-»\L i o g 2 |y
( 5 .1 .2 2 )
l im  R(v) = l im  ~ ~ ^  = °° * ( 5 . 1 . 2 3 )
Iv\-^° y Id I*»00 |y |  lo g  |y |
T ha t  i s ,  a l th o u g h  t h e  f u n c t i o n  R(v) a t t a i n s  a  l o c a l  minimum i n  th e  
r e g io n  1 < |y |  < 00 , i t  a t t a i n s  a  g l o b a l  minimum a t  v = 0 . T h e r e f o r e  we 
p ro p o se  an a p p r o p r i a t e  c h o ic e  o f  v i n  ( 5 . 1 . 1 9 )  t o  be some v a lu e  o f  |y |  
c lo s e  t o  z e r o .
These c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  n a t u r a l l y  l e a d  us i n t o  an i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  
e s t i m a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e s  f o r  t h e  G e n e r a l  L in e a r  S t a b l e  model ( 3 . 1 . 1 8 ) .  Given a 
sample o f  n (n assumed l a r g e )  o b s e r v a t i o n s  on t h i s  model we examine th e  
b e h a v io u r  o f  b o th  'c y c l i c *  e s t i m a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e s  w i t h i n  th e  c o n te x t  o f  t h e
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asymptotic results of Theorem (3.2). Clearly the parameters T and E, of 
the symmetric stable independent variate can be estimated independently - 
either through use of procedures analogous to (5.1.18) and (5.1.19) above or 
via alternative available procedures for estimation of symmetric stable 
parameters (for example, Fama and Roll's procedures based on sample fractiles, 
see [10]). In the following we shall therefore assume t and E, are 
known.
Initially consider the 'restricted* procedure of Section (4.1). For 









Under (4.1.9) and assuming 3 > 0 , this reduces to 




provided T  ^a and where k  ^ = (/2-1) . Substituting sample estimates for
the various covariance terms in this expression then produces an estimator
T . 2of 3 corresponding to the 'restricted cyclic estimator’ of 3 given in
(4.1.14). Note that T  ^a above implies the estimate is still 'restricted',
and for exactly the same reasons as (4.1.14) was 'restricted'. As before,
choice of an optimal t value to use needs also to be considered.
LEMMA 5.2. Let 3^(£) be the estimator of 3T defined by (5.1.25).
Then for eaoh value of non-zero t and t  ^a the asymptotic distribution
of fm 3^(t)-3Tn is univariate normal with zero mean and variance V(t)
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given by (4.1.17)., where in this ease
Fn (t) = g12(t)A(t) - (2/c0)T/2S(t)
F13U) = 313(tM(t) - kTQ/2B(t)
^l^Ct) - g^(t)A(t) - B{t)
Fm (t) = g3yt)Mt) - 2T/2B(i)
*(t) = g12(t)- 2T/2s?13(t) - feo/2{s'34(t)-2T/2?i4(t)} 
g12(t) = %C6T2T^ /2|t|T t %y20lfe“/2 |i|a 
S13(t) = %SßT(2ko)T/2|i|T + *y(2k0)“/2|t|a 
<?14(t) = %CßT2T/2|t|T + %y2a/2|t|a 
334(t) = %CßT2T |t|T + ^ 2 a |t|a .
Proof of this result is on exactly the same lines as Theorem (4.2). 
Also, since we can write, similar to (4.1.23)
0 ( 7  s <*) = %Y|  ^ a /2- ^ /2 a _(a+T)/2-(2a -2 (5.1.26)
with
£(t) = 2T/2 1C3TB(y , a)|f|a+T (5.1.27)
it follows the variance function Vit) above behaves similarly to the 
variance function discussed in Section (4.1). That is, V(t) achieves its 
minimum value at some point in the interval (0, °°) . In addition, our
2comments about the behaviour of ß^(£) as a 2 carry over to the
behaviour of ß (£) as a + T .  Since 0(y , a) -* 0 as a -*■ T , we find n
T Tthat ß (t) will become an unreliable estimator of ß for values of a 
n
near T .
Finally we consider the behaviour of the ’unrestricted’ procedure of 
Section (4.2) under (3.1.18). For the sequence (4.2.1) in this case
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p = -exp(-%Q2I 3 IT-%y ) 
corresponding to (4.2.2), while (4.2.18) becomes
^0 = 1 -  e^p -S|ß-ßn|X-Y
(5.1.28)
(5.1.29)
Hence the recurrence relation (4.2.27) which defines the iterative
Tprocedure leading to the required estimate of 3 is now of the form
= ßT - (ß-ßfe_1)T ; > 1 . (5.1.30)
Under the condition 0 < 3q - 3 it can be shown
lim 3^ = 3T ; 1 < T < 2
k-+°°
= ß0 ; X = i
(5.1.31)= 00 ; 0 < T < 1
using the same arguments as in Lemma (4.6).
This last result (5.1.31) means we should only use the 'unrestricted'
procedure of Section (4.2) for estimation of 3 when 1 < T < 2 . Thus 
when a = T and 0 < T < 1 , both cyclic estimation procedures cannot be 
used with the General Linear Stable model.
5.2 Procedures for multivariate models
For p > 1 the multivariate model (3.1.19) presents special problems 
when we attempt to use 'cyclic' procedures to estimate the parameter vector 
3' = (31# * •••» 3p) • From Theorem (3.3) we know the asymptotic
distribution of the 'multivariate' process f/ (0, £) depends only on 3
through the value of the quadratic form 3 fV3 . It follows that any 
estimation procedure based on W^(Q, t) will only produce estimates of this
quadratic form. Since the covariance matrix V is directly estimable from 
the sequence of observations on the independent variate vector we shall 
assume the structure of this matrix is known. We can then consider two
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possibilities. The first is when V is diagonal (that is, the Y-variates 
are independent of one another). In this case it is possible to adapt the 
'unrestricted' procedure of Section (4.2) to the problem of estimating 3 •
Also, provided our sample size n is such that np ^ is still large enough 
for adequate central limit behaviour in our statistics, we can develop an 
explicit estimate of 3 based on the 'restricted' procedure of Section 
(4.1). When V contains non-diagonal elements however, a satisfactory 
solution to the problem of extracting an estimate of 3 from an estimate of 
3 'V3 remains to be obtained.
When V is diagonal we have
ß ’Vß = t 0 ^ 2  + ... t . (5.2.1)
For a bivariate sequence of realizations of f/^(6, t) analogous to
(4.2.1) the 'generated' correlation coefficient is
•exp -% 2 2 2 2 2 2o X  + + ••• + ° 31 1  2 2 p p_ -%Y (5.2.2)
Suppose now we were only interested in obtaining an estimate of 3 , •
v
We could then write this correlation as





ak h  + Y •
Comparing (5.2.3) with (4.2.2) we see the two expressions are equivalent, 
in the sense that the nuisance parameter y in (4.2.2) is now the 'enlarged'
nuisance parameter Y ^ ^  (5.2.3). This suggests the iterative approach
used to isolate the effect of y in Section (4.2) may be used to the same
effect in isolating the effect of y ^ ^  above.
To this end let 3^Q be an estimate of 3^ and consider the
distribution of the 'residuals'
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Etoj ' Yj ; 1 - i - n ■ (5.2.4)
Clearly
2 2 ^ 2 2£ exp(iset0) = exp -%G s (3t-3t0) ~^s a?e?-*yls
ktt
For x, . , .... x as in (4.2.11) define1 2 n
ytj = xi + et0j ; 1 -
(5.2.5)
(5.2.6)
and hence construct the process
/2 n
wtniu’ v) = / n  L  “M * * * / “ ,-) ■ (5.2.7)
A corresponding alteration to Theorem (4.5) then has the sequence [u^  
given by (4.2.16))
Wtn (U1 * ^  » Wtn ^U2 * ^  s * * *5 Wtn ^ul * ^  
asymptotically equivalent to a sequence of 1 iid observations of a normal 
variate with zero mean and variance
1 - exp|-0t(iät-eto) -Y2 .it) (5.2.8)
Assuming 3 > 0 we can pool (5.2.8) and (5.2.3) to construct an
2iterative process which at each step generates an estimate of 3, of the
Is
form
;2 02 {r. ~  ) 2e:
and is such that
,iim Kk - 4k-+°°
provided 0 < 3^Q 5 3^ • Replacing p and ip  ^ , k > 0 by their
A Acorresponding maximum likelihood estimates p and \p  ^ , where
h k = wr X, (.F Sin[(l+ M)xAY.-htkXt^ \
J =1 ^=1
(5.2.9)
2we use these results to define our estimate of 3^ as
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$ L  = l im  [ -2  l o g ( - p ) t l o g ( l - $ tfe) ]  /02+ .
fe-x»
( 5 . 2 . 1 0 )
T h is  e s t i m a t e  w i l l  e x i s t  (and  be a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  c o n s i s t e n t )  u n d e r  
e x a c t l y  t h e  same c o n d i t i o n s  as  t h o s e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  t h e  
' u n r e s t r i c t e d  c y c l i c  e s t im a to r *  d e v e lo p e d  i n  S e c t io n  ( 4 . 2 ) .
S in c e  t h e  above p r o c e d u r e  i s  v a l i d  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  t , 1 5 t  < p , i t  
f o l l o w s  we can d e f i n e  an ‘u n r e s t r i c t e d  c y c l i c  e s t im a to r *  o f  t h e  p a ra m e te r
v e c t o r  ß ‘ &2 . . .  e21 2  pj by w r i t i n g
ß2 = l im  V 1Pl
"  fc-KO K
( 5 . 2 . 1 1 )
w here  i s  t h e  ( p x l )  v e c t o r
-2  l o g ( - p ) + l o g ( l - $ lfc) 
-2  l o g C - p ) + l o g ( l - $  J
( 5 .2 .1 2 )-2  l o g C - p ) + l o g ( l - $  .
A p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  ' r e s t r i c t e d *  p r o c e d u r e  o f  S e c t i o n  ( 4 .1 )  t o  t h e  
m u l t i v a r i a t e  e s t i m a t i o n  p rob lem  above i s  n o t  q u i t e  a s  s u c c e s s f u l .  C o n s id e r  
t h e  s e q u en c e  ( 4 . 1 . 2 )  a s  g e n e r a t e d  by fo^(0, £) • I t  i s  e a sy  t o  o b t a i n  a
r e l a t i o n  c o r r e s p o n d in g  t o  ( 4 . 1 . 1 0 )  from  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  s t r u c t u r e  E o f  t h i s  
s e q u e n c e .  T h is  i s ,  f o r  a  ± 2 ,
lQg ( ”E12) 1o§ i J - l o S i J lQg qJ
ß ' Vß =
14J
t  [21og(Z , J - l o g ( - E  ) -fcn {21og (-E J - l o g  (-E J }]
( 5 .2 .1 3 )
13; 12 ' ''•0 “ 14' “ 34J
S u b s t i t u t i n g  sam ple  e s t i m a t e s  o f  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  te rm s  n a t u r a l l y  l e a d s
A
t o  an e s t i m a t o r  0 o f  ß 'Vß . In  view o f  t h e  r e l a t i o n  ( 5 . 2 . 1 )  t h e  n e x t
~2 ~2 ~2 2 2 2
o b v io u s  s t e p  i s  t o  d e f i n e  e s t i m a t e s  ß.. , ß0 , . . . ,  ß o f  ß . ,  ß OJ . . . »  ßr 1 2  p 1 2  p
as  t h o s e  v a lu e s  w hich  s a t i s f y  t h e  e q u a t i o n
0 ^ 2  2 ~ 2  2 ^ 2  ^
+ ° 2 e 2 + • • • + y P  = 6 •
( 5 . 2 . 1 4 )
However, f o r  f i x e d  Q^, . . . ,  Q 0 t h e r e  a r e  an i n f i n i t e  number o f
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solutions to this equation, and, as such, (5.2.14) does not really provide 
us with any information for calculating a unique estimate of the vector
One technique for getting around this problem is to consider a sample 
replication procedure for the evaluation of (5.2.13). Assume our sample 
size n is large enough for us to be able to divide it into p independent
sub-samples, each of size np , and still assume adequate central limit 
behaviour in each sub-sample. It follows we can estimate V and 3 f V3
independently within each sub-sample. L<
denote these estimates within sub-sample
the (pxp) matrix of variance estimates
vector of cyclic estimates ((L) . Then under (5.2.14) we have
6 = D32 . (5.2.15)
Assuming D is non-singular this immediately gives us a unique estimate
/-\ 2 ^ - 1^3 = D 6 . (5.2.16)
05
 > a nd 20 . . , 1 < J <  p  , denote
i , VI 
1—
1 * P . Let D denote
2 A the (px1)a . .
1
and e denote
Alternatively, we might suppose that due to the chance mechanism 
inherent in the allocation to the various sub-samples we have, instead of 
(5.2.15),
6 = Dß2 + 6 (5.2.17)
where 6 is a vector of peturbations introduced into the linear 'model*
2(5.2.14). In this case an appropriate estimate of ß might be the usual 
least squares form
e2 = (D'D) 1D'e . (5.2.18)
There are two major drawbacks to the above replication approach. The 
first is variance estimates obtained from the different sub-samples may be 
such as to make the matrix D singular or near singular. The second is our 
original sample number n may be too small to ensure adequate central limit
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behaviour in each of the p sub-samples. Use of the pseudo-inverse D
instead of D 1 is one way of overcoming the first of the above drawbacks. 
The second, however, is an inherent part of the procedure. When the number 
of X-variates, p , is small this may not be a great disadvantage. If p 
is reasonably large however, this may rule out the replication procedure 
altogether.
Finally we turn to an investigation of our procedures when V is not 
diagonal. Clearly we cannot use the 'unrestricted' procedure (5.2.11). All 
that remains is the relation (5.2.13). The p sub-sample replication 
technique yields p non-linear equations
ß'\P.ß = ; 1 < i 5 p (5.2.19)
Awhich we can then attempt to solve for ß • Without any more specific 
knowledge about the structure of V there is nothing we can say about the





Given two sequences Y, s Y0» ..., Y and X. , X of n
1 z n 1 z n
independent observations on the model (2.1.8), the least squares estimate of 
the parameter 3 is
3 L S  X YiXi / X Xi *^=l / t=l (6.1.1)
If the residual term e in (2.1.8) has characteristic exponent a = 2
A
(that is, e is normally distributed) then it is easily shown 3T c above isLiD
in fact the maximum likelihood estimate of 3 • This follows from noting we
2 2then have Y distributed as normal with zero mean and variance o 3 + Y
and also
Cov(Y, X) = Cov(3Y, X) + Cov(e, X) = 3a2 . (6.1.2)
Thus the joint distribution of Y and X is bivariate normal with 
with zero mean vector and covariance matrix
2 2 23 0 +y 3o
2 230 a
(6.1.3)
 ^ /N 2 ~ 2Let 3, o and y denote the maximum likelihood estimates of 3 » <7 
and y . Then
a 2 1 v  v2 a = — > X. n ^^=l
(6.1.4)
ß = ■ V Y .X. o = 3, (6.1.5)
and
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- 1 V  v2
V = Ü L Yn i-1 i
£ 2 -2- 3 a
r n nX y? I X1. ^ J-'. t ,l = 1  ^= l X^£=1 z.y.
2n
(6.1.6)
The main advantage in the use of the least squares estimate (aside from 
its maximum likelihood property in the special case just discussed) is its 
ease of calculation. However, if the characteristic exponent of the 
residual term £ is less than two, there is some doubt about the stability
/\ /N
of 3tc as an estimate of 3 . This is a consequence of 3T c being that Lib Lib
estimate of 3 which minimizes the mean sum of squared residuals
, n n
n y (Y.-3X.) = n £  e • • This mean diverges to infinity in
£=1 t  ^ £=1 ^
expectation when the residuals have infinite variance (that is, when
a < 2 in (2.1.8)).
On the other hand, when 1 < a < 2 (the case when e has finite 
expectation) the least squares estimate can be shown to be asymptotically 
consistent for 3 . We can write
By the SLLN we have, provided 1 < a < 2 ,




- y X2. E[X2) = G2 > 0 
t = l
so that, from (6.1.7), provided 1 < a < 2 ,
eLS e . (6.1.8)
Clearly, when 0 < a < 1 , this asymptotic property does not exist and we
A
cannot say anything about the behaviour of 3^g • An interesting paper in
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this regard is V. Kerry Smith [35],
6.2 Minimum absolute deviations
The minimum absolute deviations estimate of 3 in (2.1.8) is defined
/ v
as that value 3„ATA such that MAD
\ I V W i l  -  £ 's v e  6 R  •^=l (6.2.1)
3MAn has been suggested as a better estimate than 3 in the infinite MAD Lu
variance situation (notably by Rice and White [32], Mandelbrot [24] and
Blattberg and Sargent [4]) because it tends to place less emphasis on
extreme deviations from the 'fitted* model. In addition it can be shown
A
(see Blattberg and Sargent [4]) 3MAn is also the maximum likelihood
estimate of 3 in the non-stochastic model (3.2.1) when the residual e 
follows a double exponential distribution. Members of this family of random 
variables have 'thick-tailed' distribution functions which appear similar to 
symmetric stable distributions with a < 2 . It has been suggested that
A
3W_  should 'carry over* as a good estimate in the latter situation.MAD
A
The actual estimate 3»«™ is usually calculated via a linearMAD
programming algorithm, originally formulated by Charnes, Cooper and Ferguson 
[5]. The version outlined below is based on the approach of Barrodale and 
Young [3]. We define two non-negative quantities
a2 = max(0, -3)
a1 = 3 + a2 .
It follows we can write our residual terms as




Being symmetric around zero the can take on both positive and
negative values. Hence we can always associate a pair [u^  , v^ ) with each
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e. such that e. = u. - V. , u. > 0 , u. > 0 and at least one of u.. V. 
is not different from zero. This is equivalent to writing | |  = + IK
and hence the sum of absolute deviations can be written
£ lq-&hl = 1 (Vh) •f=l i-1 (6.2.5)
Also, we can write (6.2.4) in the form of n linear constraints, 
1 < i < n ,
Y. = anY. - a Y. + n. - y . . x 1  ^ 2 ^ t ^ (6.2.6)
The problem of finding a ß which minimizes the sum of absolute 
deviations is then equivalent to the linear programming problem of finding 
non-negative a^, a* which minimize
= S  + °‘ai + °*a: (6.2.7)
i=l
subject to the constraints (6.2.6) above. From (6.2.3) we then write down 
the minimum absolute deviations estimate of ß as
ß - a* - a* . PMAD 1 2 (6.2.8)
This technique easily extends to provide MAD estimates of the parameters 
of the multivariate model (3.1.19). In this case we define the (p+1) non­
negative quantities
0, - min ßa , = max p+1 1
a, = ß7 + a ; 1 < /c < pk k p+1 r
(6.2.9)
(6.2.10)
Similar to (6.2.4) we write, for i = 1, ..., n ,
ei ~ ~ H Xki = '
or equivalently
k-1 p+lJ ki
p+1e{ = V  I V




x, . v. = - f  z7 . .(p+lH ^ (6.2.12)
As in the univariate case we have > 0 , > 0 and
hence (6.2.11) defines n linear constraints, 1 < i < n ,
p+1
h  = ^  \hi  + ui  - ui  • (6.2.13)
The MAD estimates of the parameters of (3.1.19) are finally obtained by 
minimizing
n p+1
2=1 + I 0#otp
£ = 1  ^  ^  fc=i K
(6.2.14)
subject to the constraints (6.2.13). If we put a't
Q
a . in the optimal basic feasible solution to this J
we have, from (6.2.10), for 1 < k < p ,
^MAD ,/c = °p+l *
equal to the value of 
linear programming problem
(6.2.15)
Aside from its somewhat complex calculation, the MAD estimate has two 
drawbacks. The first is its 'analytical intractibility' - a phrase used by 
Blattberg and Sargent to describe our inability to write down this estimate 
as a 'closed' expression and hence determine its behaviour for the linear 
model under consideration. The second is that it is possible under certain 
circumstances (because of the simplex algorithm used in its calculation) for 
the MAD estimate to be non-unique or even not exist at all.
Some sampling studies on the behaviour of this estimate have been 
carried out (see Kiountouzis [23], Blattberg and Sargent [4] and Ashar and 
Wallace [1]). Results obtained in the first two of the above studies seem 
to bear out arguments for its use with data containing large error variations 
or exhibiting 'wild' points too often for the usual normality assumptions to 
hold. However the last study above indicates MAD estimates are relatively 
inefficient, as compared with LS estimates, when the normality assumptions 
do hold. It would therefore seem plausible to argue for the use of the MAD
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procedure whenever we are reasonably sure our data, for the model (2.1.8), 
is generated from a stable distribution with characteristic exponent 
significantly less than two (a 5 1.5 might be a good compromise). Of 
course, since a is usually unknown this argument is not completely 
relevant.
When a is greater than one the question of bias (in the estimation of 
3 ) also enters the picture. Recently Sielken and Hartley [33] have derived 
a LP algorithm which calculates an unbiased MAD estimate. The efficiency of 
this algorithm, as compared with the 'standard1 approach outlined earlier, 
has yet to be investigated. Since all three studies (of the standard 
procedure) quoted above show no apparent bias in the estimates calculated 
there does not seem to be too much to choose between the two techniques.
Finally it is interesting to note a result due to Kadiyala [20]. If we 
restrict our search for a MAD estimate to the class of all linear unbiased 
estimates of 3 , within the context of the non-stochastic model (3.2.1) 
with a > 1 , then provided it is unique the estimate we obtain is also the 
estimate with minimum dispersion in this class. This latter estimate has 








Since the usual MAD estimate, calculated via a simplex algorithm is 
piecewise linear in the Y^’s (see Charnes, Cooper and Ferguson [5]) and
seems to be unbiased for 3 , there appears to be some argument for an 
investigation of the properties of 3 ^ ^  by approximating it to 3^^y in
this particular situation.
6.3 Moment estimates
Press [30] suggested a method of calculating explicit estimates of the
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parameters of a symmetric stable distribution, based on the moments of the 
empirical characteristic function. A discussion of his procedure, along 
with expressions for the 'moment* estimates (1.2.4) and (1.2.5), is given in 
Section (1.2). This section represents a straightforward generalization of 
this moment approach to the problem of estimating 3 in (2.1.8). In 
addition, we obtain results useful for deriving asymptotic confidence 
intervals for 3 •
As usual we assume the existence of two sequences Y^, Y^, ... , Y^ and 
Yf, •••» X corresponding to n independent observations on (2.1.8).
The joint characteristic function of the bivariate pair Y, X is 
E exp(itY-visX) - exp (-%Q2(s+t3)2-%Y 11 |
or equivalently
-2 log IE exp(itY+£sJ)| = 02(s+t3)2 + Y | Y; | 06 . (6.3.1)
Now let S2 two non-equal values for the argument s above.
From (6.3.1) we have
(si+t3) 2-(s2+£3)2 2 log
£exp[itY+is x]
Sexp [itY+is X)
and, provided t ? 0 , this reduces to
Eexp (itY+Ys X]
3 oi(s1-s2)t
log 5"exp [i-tY+is X) -  (sps2)/2t . (6.3.2)
In Section (2.1) we saw the joint empirical characteristic function (or 
the joint sample characteristic function, as Press calls it) is a strongly 
consistent estimator of the value of the joint characteristic function at
2any point (s, t) € R . We will therefore obtain a strongly consistent 
estimator of 3 if we substitute the values of the empirical characteristic
2
function (at the points [t, s.) and (t, sS] in R ) for their
corresponding expectations in (6.3.2).
DEFINITION 6.1. For real s1 ? s2 and real t t 0 we define the
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moment estimator of ß in (2.1.8) as
^MOM(*» [s 1 + s 2 ) / 2 t (6.3.3)
where
^n(S> = n ^  ex?[itYk+isXk) (6.3.4)
k-1
is the joint empirical characteristic function derived from the sequences 
Y^, . .. , Y^ and Y , ..., Y^ corresponding to n independent
observations on (2.1.8).
2Note we have assumed a is known. This is consistent with our 
assumption that this parameter can be accurately estimated independently of 
the problem under consideration.
As we have already noted, S1 s S2^  -*-s a stronSly consistent
estimator of ß for all admissable values of £, s^, s  ^ . However, choice
of ’optimal' argument values to use in (6.3.3) is a problem. Again we adopt 
an asymptotic approach. The moment estimator (6.3.3) defines a random 
process in [t, s^, s2) for fixed n . After suitable re-norming this
process will be shown to possess an asymptotic distribution. We will choose 
those values t* , s*, s* which minimize the variance function of this
asymptotic distribution.
THEOREM 6.2. Let S1 > s 2  ^ defined by (6.3.3). Then any
finite subset of observations from the random process
V  «2)-ßb  * * °> si * S21
converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian variable with zero 
expectation and covariance structure
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*[(*!• Sll’ Sl2)> (*2* S21’ S22^
2°4 (Sll-S12H « 21-S22^1t2 [a(tl’ #11’ V  '2l)
+a(*l* S12; *2’ S22)'a( V  Sll; *2» S22^a ^l> S12; V  ®21^ (6-3'5)
where
a{tv  Sli; S2J.) exp -%a2 [s,r s17.+ (*,-*,) ß] 2-%Y I
2+exp
2j 1^  ^2 1J 
. 2 [s2j-+sli+(t2+t1)ß] -inr I *2+*11a 
(sii+tie)2+ K j +t2^2 +iY{ I *i Ia+1 * 21a}
We adapt the proof of Theorem (4.2). For real s, t define
n





V s’ = » ^  sin(*VsXJ
then |iJj (s , t)|^ = U2(s , t) + l^(s, t) and hence we can write (6.3.3) as• T Y) * I V7 J in *
V h ^> ®1* “j’ 2J 2a2(Sl-s2)t
log - (s +s2)/2t . (6.3.7)
Now define the 4-variate vector
zn(*> V  s2)
• O
U ft, s )
V (*» ö ) n v l*'
F (t, s ) n ^ 2'
(6.3.8)
where
V  S2^ = 6^ 9 V  S2^
exp[-ho2[s j+tß]2-hy1t1a) 






CovM V  SivS12^’ zn ^ 2 ’ s21’ S22^ = sn> s» ; to> so-, ’ soo)1’ 11’ 12’ 2 21 22'
where
^]_i5 s 12 ’ ^2 ’ S 21 ’ S 22^
y(l, 1) y (1, 2) 0 0
y (2 , 1) y( 2, 2) 0 0
0 0 V(l, 1) v(l, 2)
0 0 V (2, 1) V (2, 2)
(6.3.10)
with
y(£, j) = % exp -%a2[s0 .^-s1^  + (*0-t1) ßj 2-%y 1 U2j H  >• 2 1
texp -%a2[s2j+sh + (t2+ti) ß] 2-^ r 112+til01
-2 exp -%a' s^ij+ti^2+ s^2i+t2e^  - H h J a+i*,a
v(£, j) = % exp -%a2 [sy-s^t (tj-tJ e] 2-%r I *2-*ii “
-exp - %a2[8^ t 8li+ (t2+ t i) ß] 2 -%Y I t 2+ t 1 |a
An extension of Theorem (2.2) to the multivariate case then shows any 
finite subset of observations from the process /n s^, S2)-6(t, s^, s^))
converges in distribution, for all non-trivial [t, s^, s ) € R , to a
multivariate Gaussian variable with zero expectation and covariance structure 
(6.3.10).
Now define the family of functions





- 2l (Sl+S2^20 (sx-s2)f




i?(zn(i, V  s2)) = 3mom(*. V  s2)
s1# s2)) = 3 .
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A lso ,  g'(x) i s  a t o t a l l y  d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  fu n c t io n  f o r  a l l  no n -ze ro  
4
X € R , w ith  p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e s
3ff(x) -1
dX1
e ( t , s 1>S2) a 2 (
3 # ( x )
dx2
e ( t , s  ,s  } a 2 (
exp
exp
%oz [s ,+ tß ]  2+%y | £ | a
2 , I , I a%a [s +£3] +%y| t |
and
3ff(x) 3.g(x) = 0 .
e ( t  , s l 9s 2)
I t  fo l lo w s  from Lemma ( 4 .3 )  ( a p p r o p r i a t e ly  ex tended  t o  th e  m u l t i v a r i a t e  
ca se )  t h a t  th e  a sy m p to t ic  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  random p ro c e ss  
fn  s ^ ,  s ^ J -ß )  i s  G aussian  w ith  ze ro  e x p e c ta t io n  and co v a r ia n c e
fu n c t io n
4 4
Ä[(* l>  Sl l s S12^ 9 ^ 2 ’ S2 1 ’ S2 2 ^  X  J -  ^ I r r X v  81 1 ’ S1 2 9 t 2 9 ö 2 1 s S22^i - 1 772=1
3 ff(X)
e (*i*8u » 812)
( M l
\  3a;V m
0 (t 2»S2 1 ,S 22^
S u b s t i t u t i n g  and s i m p l i f y in g ,  t h i s  e x p re s s io n  reduces  t o  ( 6 .3 . 5 )  to  
com plete  th e  p ro o f  o f  th e  theorem . □
An immediate consequence o f  t h i s  r e s u l t  i s
O
LEMMA 6 .3 .  For each value o f  ( t ,  s 1# s 2) € R j t  t  0 , s 1 ^ s^  , 
the random v a ria b le  Jn (ßM0M(£» s ± , s 2) -3 )  i s  a sy m p to tic a lly  d is t r ib u te d  
as normal3 w ith  zero  mean and variance
v[t9 V , )  = 4 f \ 2,220 ( s ^ J  t
[ a ( t , ) t a ( f , 2 ’
s ^ ) - 2 a { t ,  s V >)]
(6 .3 .1 2 )
where
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2 2 2 2 (t, si, s .) = exp -%a [s.-s.] texp[-%o [s^ts^tß] -%y|2t|
exp %G (s^tfß) 2t (s^ .ttß) 
3
hy|t|
Analytic evaluation of a point (t* , s*9 s*) in R which gives a
global minimum for (6.3.12) would be difficult. Initially therefore we 
investigate the behaviour of V{t, s^, s^) over the class of [t, s^, s^)
3in R such that s^ = -s^  ^ 0 . In this case (6.3.12) reduces to
£(t, s) = Ait, s) (6.3.13)
where
0 0 0 0 
Ait, s) = exp(2o ßs t) + exp(-2a ßst) - 2 exp(-2a s )
+ exp(-2a2[ß2t2tßst+s2] -%y I 2t|a) + exp(-2a2[ß2f2-ßst+s2]-%y I 2t| a)
- 2exp(-2a2ß2t2-%y| 2f|ot)
B(£, s) = 8a4s2f2exp(-a2(s2+t232)-y| f |a) .
Clearly £(£, s) is symmetric about zero in both t and s .
Therefore we need only investigate its behaviour for t, s greater than 
zero. For fixed t > 0 and s near zero we have
Ait, s) = 4a2s2[a232f2{l+exp(-2a232t2-%y|2t|a)}
+{l-exp(-2a2ß2t2-%yI2t|a)}]
Bit, s) = 8a4s2t2(l-a2s2)exp(-a232f2-y|t|a) 
and so





Taking limits on t then gives
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lim lim £(£, s) = 2ß2 + lim ta 2
t-*-0 s^O ö t+0
= 232 + when a = 2
a
when a < 2 (6.3.15)
and
fl+g2ß2t2)expfQ2ß2t2+ylt[a)2„ 2,2lim lim £(£, s) = lim 
£-*» s+0 tr*°° 2 2 2a t
(6.3.16)
Next, for fixed t > 0 , we investigate behaviour as s ■+ 00 . In this 
case the dominant term in Ait, s) is exp(2a 3st) and so
lim £(£, s) = lim 
s-x» s-*30
exp(q2(stfß)2+y|t|a)
o 4 2 28 O s t
It immediately follows
lim lim £(£, s) = lim lim £(t, s) = 00 . 
£->-0 s^ ° °  £ - * »  s -*°°
(6.3.17)
We note one further result. This is the behaviour of the partial 
derivative with respect to s near s - 0 . For fixed t > 0 ,
J-Zit, s) = £>(£, s)/4a4£2s3exp(-a2(s2+£232) -y\t |a) (6.3.18)
where
D(t, s) = [a2s(3t+s)-l] exp(2a2ßst) - [a2s(3£-s)+l] exp(-2a23st)
+ [a2s(3f-s)-l]exp(-2a2[32t2-3sf+s2] -%y| 2£|a)
- [a2s(3£+s)+l]exp(-2a2[32£2+3s£+s2] -%y|2t|a)
+ 2[a2s2+l]exp(-2a2s2) - 2 [a2s2-l] exp (-2a232t2-%y| 2t |a) .
Near s = 0 this behaves as
■ 602 2 4 4a 3 t s 1 +
202 ,2 a 3 ^ 1 -
2D2,2 a 3 t exp(-2a232t2-%r|2t|a
and hence, for fixed t > 0 ,





-jexp (o2ß2t2+ y \t\a)
That is, since £(t, s) is monatonic in s for fixed t , we must 
have £(£, s) tending down towards a minimum at s = 0 when t > 0 is 
fixed. Together with (6.3.14) this implies the global minimum over both 
t, s is achieved at t - t* , s = 0 where t* is that value of t which 
minimizes the RHS of (6.3.14). From (6.3.15) it follows t* = 0 when 
cl = 2 , while t* increases away from 0 as a decreases from 2 . We 
summarize these results.
LEMMA 6.4. Let £(t, s) given by (6.3.13) denote the asymptotic 
variance function of the collection of random variables 
Jn (3 M q m ^ ^ » ö » -s)-3) 3 t >  0 j s >  0 . Then the global minimum of
£(t, s) is located at the origin (0, 0) when a = 2 . When a < 2 this 
global minimum is located at (t*, 0) where t* > 0 minimizes the function
Figures (6.1) to (6.7) illustrate this behaviour of £(t, s) and 
E,(t, 0) for various combinations of the model parameters. It is interesting 
to compare them with similar graphs for the asymptotic variance of the 
restricted cyclic estimator in Section (4.1). Clearly, for a > 1 the 
moment estimator is asymptotically more stable. In addition, the stability 
of this estimator appears to be relatively independent of the value of a . 
This is in marked contrast to the behaviour of the restricted cyclic 
estimator.
Finally we note the behaviour of the general variance function 
v[tt s^» s2) for arbitrary f s2 will be analogous to that of £(£, s) .
0) l+c2ß2t2+fa232t2-l]exp f-2Q2ß2t2-%y(2f)al 
2o2t2exp(-ö232t2-yta)











FIGURE 6.3 a = 1.0
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FIGURE 6.4. a = y = 0.1 , 3=1.0 , a = 1.5
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FIGURE 6.7. a2 = Y = 1.0 , 3 = 5.0
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lim v{t9 8 , 8 ) = lim £(£, s)
S1*S2~K) s^°
V s 2
while the behaviour of 8^, s^) as [t 9 s^, s^) moves away from the
origin is clearly exponential. Thus it seems reasonable to argue that the 
location of global minima for V{t9 s^ , s ) is similar to that of £(£, s)
located at the origin for ot = 2 and moving away as a decreases from 2 . 
In terms of a strategy for choice of [t 9 s^, s^) to use in (6.3.3) this
implies there is no loss in restricting our choice to the class t > 0 ,
= -s and using the result of Lemma (6.4).
Now consider the problem of interval estimation for ß based on 
(6.3.3). In this case Lemma (6.3) admits a further generalization.
OLEMMA 6.5. For each value of [t9 8 , s9) £ R , t 0 9 e1 f s^ >
the random variable
[gM0Mb > si*s2) -e]
%p(t,81,82)]'
is asymptotically distributed as normal with zero mean and unit variance^
and where 
~V{t, S8,)1’ ~ V . 4, ,2,22a (s1-s2) t
b[t9s,) b[t9sf]




b{t, 8j = u2n[Sl, i)[1+^n (2V  2t)-2l^(81, t)
b{t, s2) = ^ ( 8 2. t)[l+»M (282, 2*}-2^(82, t)
2 2b[t, sv  s2) = v [bv  t)Un {s2, t) exp -%a [Sj-sJ
+J,„ ( V ® 2 *  2t)-yn (si> t)U„ie2’
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*)|2 = t) + V\(S, t) .n n n
To prove this result we need only note from the proof of Theorem (6.2)
the asymptotic variance of /n -3) is
y(i, i) 3 g W
0 f  •s1-s2)
+ y(2, 2) 30(X)
-2y(l, 2)
e(t,s1>s2)
3g(X)| ( 3 g ( x )  
1 3^2
®f.s1»s2)
Asymptotically consistent estimates of the covariance terms y(£, j) 
are given by
y(£, j) = % exp -%o2(s-si)2+yn(sits 2i)-2 ^ UJ Si' 0
Also, the partial derivatives 9^(X)/3x^ are all continuous functions 
and so their values at X = Z^[t, s^, s^) provide asymptotically consistent 
estimates of their values at X = ö(f, s^, . Hence
V[t, 81# s2) = y(l, 1) 3 g W + y(2, 2) %g(x)
- 2y(l, 2) 3 g W /3^(x)\ 3^ 4
is an asymptotically consistent estimate of V[t, s^ ).
On simplification this expression reduces to (6.3.20) and we use Lemma 
(4.3) to give the final result. Q
Construction of asymptotic confidence intervals for 3 follows 
naturally. Let zCL/2 denote ’t i^e (100 - a/2)% point of the N(0, 1)
distribution. For large n the interval
’ol/ 2 ’ ^  ’ ~ 1’~2- , , 3a 7(t,sl s  ^ - , , 2a/2l'4.s1>s2)]
^momO ’ si > s2) _ > ^momO> sr  s2^  +
/n Jn
then forms an approximate (100-a)% confidence interval for 3 • From our
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comments above and the results of Lemma (6.4) it also follows the interval
Z a / 2 n t *'S '~s) - s , F(t*,s,-s)]
3M 0 M (t* ’ S ’ ~ S )  “  9 3 M 0 M (t* ’ S ’ "S) +/n liKJLi Jn
is asymptotically the 'tightest' (100-a)% confidence interval for 3 based
on the moment statistic Sl* S 2^  *
In addition, Lemma (6.5) can be used to construct asymptotic tests of 
hypotheses on 3 . To test the null hypothesis : 3 = 3Q against the
composite alternative H : ß ± 30 at a given size a , we set
T [t. s s : 3) 9 1 29 J
Since we can write
, , , , ^(e-e0)Tn(t, av  s2; gQ) = Tn{t, a , a ; g) t
V{t,sv s^
it follows as n ■+ 00 ,
t , s 
V  2inf[Pr{Tn (t, 8±y 2; 3) > sa/2|3 t 3Q}]
2 M r n (t, e1 , s2; g) > sa/2|g = go}
and so the function
♦ = 1 if M * ,  V  V  ßoh > 2a/2
= 0 if \Tn(t, s±,s2 ; gQ)| < 
defines an asymptotically unbiased size a test of # against H  ^ .
Again, from Lemma (6.4) we note T^(£*, s, -s) gives an asymptotically 
unbiased size a test (j)* which is UMP among the class of tests (p above.
We conclude this chapter with some comments on the use of the moment 
estimation technique for the alternative models discussed in Chapter (3).
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Clearly the form of the estimate (if it exists at all) will depend on 
the distribution of the independent variable. An example is the General 
Linear Stable model (3.1.18), where the joint characteristic function of the 
bivariate pair 7, X is
E exp(itY-tisX) = exp(-%£|s+£3|T-%Y|£ |a) 
or analogous to (6.3.1)
-2 log IE exp(itY+isX)\ = ^|s+tß|T + YI ^  106 •
For = -s2 - s this leads to
£[|s+tß|T-|s-£ß|T] = 2 log EexpiitY-isX) (6.3.21)EexpdtY+isX)
which (unlike (6.3.2)) does not admit of a ’neat' solution (for 3 ) for 
values of t less than two. For values of T t 1 however, a possible 
approach is suggested by our previous results on the optimal relative 
magnitudes of £ and s . We set £ »  s and approximate the LHS of 
(6.3.21) by the first three terms of the respective binomial expansions, to 
get










Definition of a moment estimator for 3 follows naturally.
1/T-l
V n K V *~8ilog
£t s £T-l ijj (t,s) n
(6.3.23)
When t = 1 (or T close to one for that matter) this approach does
not work. Our assumption t »  s must be replaced by t > 0 , s > 0 ,
s - £3 > 0 in order to produce an expression for 3 from (6.3.21). This
is
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ß = -^ i°g Eexp(itY-isX)Eexp(itY+isX)
However, the stability of the moment estimator we derive from this 
relation needs investigation. The same remark applies to (6.3.23) when 





7.1. Introduction and methods
The basic aim of this simulation study was to assess the performance of 
our three procedures, moment estimation, restricted cyclic estimation and 
unrestricted, cyclic estimation, against the performance of the 'usual' 
procedures, least squares estimation and minimum absolute deviations 
estimation. Because of limited computer time availability this assessment 
was carried out only in terms of estimation for the parameter 3 in (2.1.8). 
The procedure used in all cases was to simulate fifty independent sequences 
of observations on (2.1.8) and to then evaluate the performance of the 
various estimators of 3 in terms of the means and standard deviations of 
the estimates they produced for that parameter. In addition, the number of 
times an estimate oould be produced from the simulated data was of interest, 
especially with respect to the cyclic estimators.
Three different types of performance behaviour have been examined in the 
results included in this thesis. These are
(1) The effect of variation on the number of realizations of the
(2) The stability of the various estimation procedures over a range 
of values for the characteristic exponent a of the stable 
error term in (2.1.8).
(3) The stability of the procedures when the dispersion y °f the 
stable error term is significantly greater than the variance
2 2contribution a 3 from the independent variable in (2.1.8).
process f/ (0, £) used in forming the cyclic estimators
parameter m in (4.1.2)
There are a number of other performance characteristics of interest
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notably the effect of sample size on the behaviour of the estimation 
procedures. Work on these is progressing at the time of writing. However, 
due to a submission deadline for this thesis we have only been able to 
include studies of the above three characteristics.
All the computing work for the study was carried out in double 
precision node on the ANU Computer Centre’s UNIVAC 1108 machine. The two 
subroutines DRAND and DGRAND that are available on this machine were used to 
generate all pseudo-random and pseudo-normal numbers necessary for the 
creation of model observations. The pseudo-stable error terms were generated 
in three ways.
(1) All stable errors with a = 2 (that is, Normal errors) were 
generated using the subroutine DGRAND.
(2) All stable errors with a = 1 (that is, Cauchy errors) were 
generated using the representation
e . = tan tt [u .-0.5) (7.1.1)J 3
where the U^ are uniformly distributed on [0, 1] .
(3) All other stable errors were generated using a representation 
described in M. Kanter and W.L. Steiger [21], This is
e - = h-|[Fa / 2 ^ h - l o g  t/;.]27“-1 (7.1.2)
where u . and U\ are independent and uniformly distributed on [0,1] , 
J J
Z. is N(0, 2) , independent of U. and Ur. , and for x € [0, 1] ,J J J
Fa/2(x)
1 2/2-a r 2-aa ,
TT —  X / Sin TTX s i n  tt2 _ l  * J x / sin tt — x (7.1.3)
Once model observations (jh, Ah) had been formed the various
estimates of the parameter 3 were calculated for a given set of these 
observations. These estimates were
(1) The least squares estimate 31 as defined in (6.1.1)
(2) The moment estimate 32 as defined in (6.3.7) with S ^ - S ^ - n
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and t  - 1 . T h a t  i s
where
62 = ( n /4 ö 2) l o g ^ + V 2 - l o g
2 2 
ui +vi ( 7 . 1 . 4 )
s2 = h i  *2n i  ?,=!
U = - Y  cos 1 w / - t  ^ = l
y .  + -  y .^ n ^
u  = —  y cos 2 n . .^=1 y .  -  ±  x .^ n ^
y  =  —  X  s i n1 n .%^ = l
y .  + -  x .^ n t
i n r 
= — Z  s i n f„ ^ __. . , y.  -  -  x .2 n I t  n it  = l  v
(3 )  The minimum a b so lu te  d e v ia tio n s  e s t i m a t e  33 as d e f i n e d  by 
( 6 . 2 . 8 ) .  T h is  was c a l c u l a t e d  u s in g  a FORTRAN v e r s i o n  SMAD o f  t h e  ALGOL 
s u b r o u t i n e  MINSUMMOD g iv e n  i n  I .  B a r r o d a l e  and A. Young [3 3 .
(4 )  The u n re s tr ic te d  c y c l ic  e s t i m a t e  34 d e f i n e d  by ( 4 . 2 . 3 6 ) .  
T ha t  i s
1 %
l im ( l /S  ) (-2 lo g ( - p ) -y .) ( 7 . 1 . 5 )
w here p ( ( - 1 ,  0) i s  a  r e a l  r o o t  o f  ( 4 . 2 . 4 )  w i th  t  = 0 . 5 ,  0 .  -  i  ,
s(n )  = n and y^ i s  t h e  kth  a p p ro x im a t io n  t o  t h e  p a ra m e te r  y g e n e r a te d  
by th e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  ( 4 . 2 . 3 3 ) .
y k  = - lo g
w here f o r  /c = 1 ,  2 , 3 ,  . . .  ,
i - — I. rm
2 2 T +T 
1k j  2 1q
( 7 . 1 . 6 )
1k j = I  s i ni - 1
2TT i j  y  p V
~ r r + h  -  h - i xi
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'** ‘ k ,ln
‘X'i'Ö . y _ a y 
n yi ek-lXi
and
(l/S2) (-2 log(-p 1%
with the iterative procedure initiated at a starting value 3Q > 0 .
(5) The restricted eyelie estimate 35 as defined by (4.1.14) with 
t = 1 . That is
hlogS12logS14-logS13logS3l(




= Z  Z  s -^n
j  =  l  * - £ = i
k^Y.+jn2X . Q v d ^
r n
Z sin ^=1
k^Y.-jn2X. 0 z ^
m r n
5 - (l/tt/7?) Z  I Z  sin
j=1 ^=1
A . + j n 2X.0 t  ^ t. Z  sin£ = i Y£ « £
+ ■< Z sin 
£^=1
r i 9 V  r w
*&-*• V Z sin £=1
l\-jn *.
214 - (1/wm) Z^ {.Z sin(^oY£+J*n2z£ H . Z  sin^-jn 2^  j
+ \ Z  sin £=1 koYi~'jyi Xi Z s -^n:=i
Y£+Jn *.
534 = (2/wn) X 
<7=1
r nzk=l Y.+jnX. % ^ r wI4;=i Y.-jn X
7 .2 0 Results and conclusions
We present our results in three parts corresponding to the type of 
performance behaviour under investigation.
The first aspect considered was the effect of variation in the 
parameter m in (7.1.6) and (7.1.7). Both cyclic estimators were derived
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from the asymptotic properties of the process fv^ (0, t) and m corresponds
to the number of realizations of this process used in forming the cyclic 
estimates. The procedure for evaluating the effect of variation in m 
consisted of two independent simulation runs. In the first run m was set 
to 200 and in the second m was set to 500 . Each simulation run 
generated fifty independent samples of size n - 100 on the model (2.1.8)
2with 3 = 1.0, ö = 1.0, a = 1.0 and y = 2.0 . The estimates 31 to 35 
(if they existed) were calculated for each of the samples. Table (7.1) gives 
the number of estimates that oould be calculated from the fifty independent 
samples (N) and the mean (x) and the standard deviation (a-) of these
estimates. These three measures are given for each simulation run. Note 
that the unrestricted cyclic estimate 34 was calculated using an initial 
starting point 3q = 0.5 .
TABLE 7. 1. 3 = 1.0, 2o = 1.0, a oCNIII y = 1.0, n = 100





31 50 -12.0456 85.6038 50 -1.8164 14.5620
32 50 1.1180 0.5793 50 1.0812 0.5775
03 50 1.0270 0.1672 50 0.9945 0.1536
34 26 1.1516 0.2939 26 1.1704 0.3397
35 17 1.8081 0.8699 21 1.9285 1.0596
The results contained in Table (7.1) indicate two conclusions. The 
first is that increasing m from 200 to 500 does not make any 
appreciable difference to the performance of the cyclic estimators. The 
second is that for the model parameters as shown (that is, Cauchy errors and 
a sample size of 100 ) only 32 and 33 perform reasonably. The least 
squares estimate 31 is highly unstable while the cyclic estimators have far
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too small a ’success’ rate. In addition 35 appears to be significantly- 
biased.
The next aspect tested in the simulation study was the behaviour of 
the various estimators over a range of values of the characteristic exponent 
a . In this case four independent simulation runs were carried out with a 
equal to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 . Again fifty independent samples were
2generated in each run with 3 = 1.0, O = 1.0 and y = 2.0 (except in the 
run with a = 2.0 when y = 1.0 ). The sample size n was set at 300 
for all runs and the parameter m was also set to this value. As before 
the unrestricted cyclic estimator 3^ was calculated using an initial 
starting point 3Q = 0.5 . Table (7.2) sets out the values of N, x and
a- generated in each run for each estimator.
TABLE 7.2. 3 = 1.0, Q2 = 1.0, y = 2.0, n = 300, m = 300
31 32 33 34 35
N 50 50 50 23 7
a = 0.5 X -123.8077 1.2097 0.9985 1.3591 2.0713
°x 5083.2064 2.4084 0.1235 0.3982 3.1998
N 50 50 50 39 23
p ii i-j o X 0.7451 0.9780 0.9967 1.0334 1.7194
0-
X
2.5294 0.2351 0.0905 0.2009 0.7829
N 50 50 50 45 22
a = 1.5 X 0.9982 1.0489 1.0092 1.0923 1.6306
0-
X
0.2876 0.2106 0.0691 0.1922 0.4653
N 50 50 50 47 30
a = 2.0 X 0.9965 0.9924 1.0013 1.0234 1.3999
Ö-
X
0.0557 0.1531 0.0731 0.1538 0.2302
The results given in this table are somewhat more difficult to 
interpret than the previous one. Two things, however, are clear. The 
restricted cyclic estimator 35 is too unstable (and apparently biased) to
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be c o n s id e re d  as a s e r io u s  c o n te n d e r in  th e  problem  o f  e s t im a tin g  3 and 
f o r  a  5 1 .0  th e  l e a s t  sq u a re s  e s t im a to r  31 i s  a lso  ex trem ely  u n s ta b le  
(a s  e x p e c te d ) .  The b e s t  o v e r a l l  e s t im a te  i s  c l e a r ly  th e  minimum a b so lu te  
d e v ia t io n s  e s t im a to r  33 , w h ile  th e  moment e s t im a to r  32 appea rs  to  a lso  
be a c o n s is te n t  p e rfo rm e r o v er th e  range  o f  a  v a lu e s  c o n s id e re d . The 
b eh a v io u r o f th e  u n r e s t r i c t e d  c y c l ic  e s t im a to r  34 im proves as a  approaches 
2 .0  , w hich seems to  in d ic a te  th e  r e q u ire d  la rg e  sam ple c e n t r a l  l i m i t  
convergence i s  b e t t e r  n e a r  a  = 2 .0  fo r  th e  sample s iz e  (300) c o n s id e re d .
The f i n a l  perform ance a s p e c t  c o n s id e re d  was th e  b eh av io u r o f  th e  
e s t im a t io n  p ro c e d u re s  when th e  p a ram e te r  y i s  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  g r e a te r  th an  
2 2
th e  p ro d u c t a  3 . T able (7 .3 )  s e t s  o u t th e  r e s u l t s  o f  two s im u la tio n  runs
2w ith  3 = 0 .1 ,  o = 1 . 0  and n - m = 300 . In  th e  f i r s t  run  we g e n e ra te d  
Cauchy e r r o r s  (a  = 1 .0 ,  y = 2 .0 )  and in  th e  second run  we g e n e ra te d  Normal 
e r r o r s  ( a = 2 . 0 , y = 1 . 0 ) .  An im m ediate r e s u l t  was th e  com plete ’ f a i l u r e '  
o f th e  u n r e s t r i c t e d  c y c l ic  p ro ced u re  (34) . The i t e r a t i v e  p ro c e ss  
g e n e ra tin g  t h i s  e s t im a to r  d id  n o t converge in  a lm ost every  sample g e n e ra te d , 
a lth o u g h  s t a r t i n g  v a lu e s  o f  3q e q u a l to  0 .0 5 , 0 .0 1  and 0 .001  were
t r i e d .  The most l i k e l y  re a so n  f o r  t h i s  f a i l u r e  ap p ea rs  to  be th e  m agnitude 
o f  th e  term
-2  lo g ( -p )  -  Yk
in  ( 7 .1 .5 ) .  For v a lu e s  o f  ß , very  c lo se  to  ze ro  y^ w i l l  te n d  to  be
la r g e r  th a n  -2  lo g ( -p )  and hence th e  above term  w i l l  go n e g a t iv e ,  p roducing
2
a n e g a t iv e  e s t im a te  o f 3 . T h is  problem  ap p ears  to  be an in h e re n t  p a r t  o f
th e  i t e r a t i v e  ap p roach .
As f a r  as th e  o th e r  e s t im a to rs  a re  co n ce rn ed , th e  r e s t r i c t e d  c y c l ic  
e s t im a to r  35 rem ained  as u n s ta b le  as in  p re v io u s  ru n s ,  w h ile  th e  l e a s t  
sq u a re s  e s t im a to r  31 perform ed  p o o rly  a g a in s t  Cauchy e r r o r s  and d id  n o t 
e x h ib i t  any s i g n i f i c a n t  s u p e r io r i t y  a g a in s t  Normal e r r o r s .  Again th e  moment
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TABLE 7 .3 . 3 = 0 .1 ,  ü 2 = 1 .0 ,  n - 300, m - 300
cx = 1 . 0 ,  Y : 2 . 0 c 11>-
oCMII 1 . 0
N X G- N X G-
X X
P 1 50 0 . 9 9 4 9 3 .3 7 8 6 50 0 . 1 1 2 3 0 . 0 6 1 4
(J2 50 0 . 0 9 3 0 0 . 1 1 4 2 50 0 . 1 1 0 2 0 . 0 6 4 3
(53 50 0 . 1 0 6 4 0 . 1 0 3 4 50 0 . 1 1 2 7 0 . 0 7 2 6
P5 35 1 . 2 9 8 2 1 . 3 6 4 3 44 1 . 1 9 0 1 0 . 9 7 9 0
e s t im a to r  (32) and th e  minimum a b s o lu te  d e v ia t io n s  e s t im a to r  (33) were 
b e s t  o v e r a l l  w ith  l i t t l e  o r  no d i f f e r e n c e  betw een t h e i r  r e s p e c t iv e  
perfo rm ances in  t h i s  c a se .
Any f i n a l  c o n c lu s io n s  we may draw from t h i s  s im u la tio n  s tu d y  must be 
tem pered  by i t s  l i m i t a t i o n s .  However, th e re  a re  a t  l e a s t  two a s p e c ts  o f  ou r 
r e s u l t s  t h a t  w a rra n t comment. The f i r s t  i s  th e  obvious o v e r a l l  s u p e r io r i t y  
o f  th e  minimum a b s o lu te  d e v ia t io n s  te c h n iq u e . The moments p ro ced u re  runs a 
c lo se  second and has th e  a d d i t io n a l  advan tage o f  b e in g  s u i t a b le  f o r  th e  
c o n s tru c t io n  o f  a sy m p to tic  co n fid e n ce  in t e r v a l s  and th e  t e s t i n g  o f  hypo th eses  
on 3 • The o th e r  methods a re  n o t r e a l l y  in  th e  r a c e ,  b e in g  e i t h e r  too  
u n s ta b le  over th e  range  o f  a  v a lu e s  c o n s id e re d  o r  b e in g  to o  s e n s i t i v e  to  
th e  r e l a t i v e  m agnitudes o f  th e  v a r io u s  p a ra m e te rs . The o th e r  ’ t r e n d ' w ith in  
th e  d a ta  t h a t  r e q u i r e s  comment i s  th e  f a i r l y  obv ious in c re a s e  in  th e  
i n s t a b i l i t y  o f  a l l  o u r p ro c e d u re s  as  a  d e c re a se s  from 2 ( f o r  a g iven  
sam ple s i z e ) .  T his phenomenon i s  n o t e n t i r e l y  unexpec ted  s in c e  th e  
freq u en cy  o f  ’w i ld ’ p o in ts  in  th e  d a ta  in c re a s e s  as a  d e c re a s e s .  A ll th e  
e s t im a t io n  p ro ced u re s  we have d e r iv e d  in  t h i s  t h e s i s  a re  b ased  on some s o r t  
o f  a sy m p to tic  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  b e h a v io u r , how ever, and th e se  r e s u l t s  
in d ic a te  th e  v a lu e  o f  ot w i l l  c r i t i c a l l y  in f lu e n c e  th e  'p o i n t '  a t  w hich t h i s  
c e n t r a l  l i m i t  b e h a v io u r ta k e s  o v e r . V alues o f a f a r  from  2 w i l l  r e q u ir e  
a f a r  g r e a t e r  sam ple s iz e  f o r  e f f i c i e n t  e s t im a t io n  th a n  th o se  v a lu e s  c lo s e r
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to 2 . Of course this statement requires verification (numerical or 
otherwise) and work in this area is continuing.
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